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ABSTRACT
Problems existing in primary education demand for an in-service programme on 3Rs.
The study aimed at investigating MTUU-3Rs in-service programme so as to get lessons
that can be used for solving 3Rs problems. The MTUU-3Rs or ‗KKK‖ was an inservice training programme which started in the 1970s aiming at helping primary
school teachers acquire skills in teaching basic literacy and numeracy. The research
work involved examining the key characteristics of the programme, finding out its
successes and challenges and then investigating the perception of participants over its
effectiveness.

The study employed a case study design and used qualitative approach. The data were
collected through interviews, focus group discussions, documentary review and
observation techniques. It involved 16 participants among whom 13 were primary
school teachers and 3 were teacher educators. This sample was obtained through
purposive and snowball sampling techniques.
The findings showed that the programme was beneficial in preparing primary school
teachers to acquire and develop basic teaching literacy and numeracy skills. It was
found that the success of this programme as a CPD was partly because it was
characterised by practical and hands-on activities as major ways of facilitating the
programme. Despite the strength shown, the study found that the programme was faced
with lack of proper arrangement on motivating teachers to attend the programme. Thus,
this study recommends that care should be taken when CPD programmes are run to
consider the specific needs of stakeholders like teachers. Also, it is recommended that
the 3Rs CPD be re-introduced and become included in pre-service and in other inservice training programmes.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the preliminary information for this study. The chapter comprises
the background to the problem, statement of the problem, purpose of the study,
specific objectives, research questions, significance of the study, delimitation of the
study, limitation of the study and definition of terms as used in this study.

1.1 Background to the Problem
The provision of in-service training for primary school teachers on reading, writing
and arithmetic (3Rs) is one of the important strategies of preparing and developing
competent teachers who can manage to teach basic literacy and numeracy skills.
Effective teaching of 3Rs is assumed to be a basic foundation for achieving quality
education which is the ambition of all educational systems. Quality education is a key
towards improving peoples‘ lives. As a result, commitment to the education of people
in the society has been an endless endeavour. This is because, it is generally agreed
that education is the key to personal and community success. Reflecting on the
importance of education in the life of an individual and the community at large, Nelson
Mandela as cited in McCullum (2005) once said:

Education is the great engine of personal development. It is through
education that the daughter of a peasant can become a doctor; that the
son of a mineworker, can become the head of the mine; that the child of
farm workers can become the president of a great nation. (p.1)

The provision of basic primary education has been identified as very important in
providing children with such skills as literacy and numeracy (Uwezo, 2010). These
skills are believed to provide the foundation of the ability to be curious, think, listen,
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ask questions, analyze and synthesize information, and communicate with confidence
(Uwezo, 2010). However, the level and quality to which nations are fulfilling the aims
of quality education differ, including how much they have enabled their people to
acquire basic literacy and numeracy.

In Tanzania, strong determination to eradicate illiteracy and innumeracy among people
were seen in 1970s (Ministry of Education, 1989). During this period, campaigns were
launched towards adult participation in literacy classes. This was one step towards
universal primary education (UPE). As a result, these campaigns decreased the
illiteracy from 67% in 1967 to 39% in 1975, 21% in 1981, 15% in 1983 and 9.6% in
1986. These were commendable efforts as Galabawa (2001) comments that Tanzania
recorded very impressive expansionary educational policies and reforms during the
1970s.

However, while the situation seemed to be good over the last two decades, recent
reports are showing critical levels of illiteracy and innumeracy among primary school
children (Uwezo, 2010). This study by Uwezo (2010) indicates that 20% of the
surveyed primary school leavers could not read standard 2 level Kiswahili; about a half
of the children who complete primary school could not read in English; and 3 in 10 of
primary school leavers could not do standard 2 level multiplication. This situation is
very serious.

There are many underlying factors associated with this falling quality of education.
HakiElimu (2009) argues that one of the major reasons for this is poor quality of
teachers. Kumburu (2011) adds that low school performance and low skills in
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Tanzania are regarded as being caused by poor teaching and assessment methods.
Komba and Nkumbi (2008) assert that in Tanzania, like in any other developing
country, education means teachers. Thus, if there exists poor quality teaching among
teachers, obviously the learning outcomes will be poor. It is propounded that in most
schools in Tanzania literacy skills are taught by ―talk and chalk‖ method or lecturing
with children copying notes from the blackboard with little practice of skills
(Kumburu, 2011). With this situation, the chance for children to learn is very little.

As Ranjan and Rahman (2006) write, the teacher is directly responsible for the
learning achievements of the learner. In that case, effective literacy teaching depends
partly on the quality of teacher education programmes, which include among other
things, awareness of literacy methods, language, and knowledge of learners‘ needs
(UNESCO, 2008). Thus, HakiElimu (2009) finds that the poor learning outcomes in
Tanzania result from a poor process of preparing teachers.

Studies on teacher preparation show that initial training of teachers is crucial
(Kansanen, 2002 as cited in Meena, 2009). However, in Tanzania the process has
shown some weaknesses. Initial training of primary school teachers is offered for two
years for students who have passed O-level examination (UNESCO, 2006). During
this academic period, student teachers are exposed to subject content and pedagogic
skills through taught sessions (Bhalalusesa, Westbrook, Lussier, Sima, Qorro,
Katabaro, Matonya, Tiboroha & Nzima, 2011). The assessment is done through
written examination and teaching practice for five weeks at the end of each year (ibid).
With this structure of preparation of pre-service teachers, theory has tended to
dominate over practice. This is partly because teacher educators have to teach much
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theory so as to complete what is expected in the initial teacher education curriculum
and examination (Bhalalusesa et al, 2011).

Studies inform us that the newly qualified teachers (NQTs) are ill-prepared to teach
pre-reading and pre-numeric skills due to lack of focus in teachers colleges on theory
and pedagogic skills which are important in teaching young children (ibid). Thus, inservice training is necessary to teachers for their professional development as such
programmes provide the means for teachers to experience continuing education and
provide quality education (Jones et al, 1989 & Chediel, 2004). This is because the preservice training alone is not enough to make teachers competent to teach particular
subjects.

In her struggle to eradicate illiteracy and innumeracy, Tanzania had formulated a
number of in-service training programmes for teachers. Bhalalusesa et al (2011)
highlight some of these professional development programmes. These have included
MTUU (Mpango wa Tanzania UNICEF-UNESCO) in 1970s, science and mathematics
teachers‘ programmes and the 'KKK'1 (Kusoma, Kuandika na Kuhesabu in Swahili) or
'3Rs' (Reading, writing and arithmetic) courses. As far as the teaching of literacy and
numeracy in lower classes in primary schools is concerned, the report by Bhalalusesa
et al (2011) show that the 'MTUU-3Rs' had helped teachers to sharpen their knowledge
and skills in teaching especially reading. It was recommended by some respondents
(teachers) that this course should be taught to all teachers. It is interesting to find that
this programme was appreciated by teachers.

1

For the sake of clarity in this study the ‗KKK‘ programme of 1970s (which is the focus of this study) is
called ‗MTUU-3Rs‘ programme
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Unfortunately, this programme no longer exists and very little is recorded about how it
prepared teachers for teaching early reading. Consequently, teachers who teach 3Rs
miss the opportunity to develop their skills especially now when it is reported that a
good number of primary school leavers cannot read and do simple mathematics
(Uwezo, 2010 & Kalanje, 2011). Therefore, it was felt that learning from this
programme (MTUU-3Rs) could provide lessons that would improve the pre-service
training especially on the teaching of 3Rs. It was out of this curiosity that this study
has been conducted.

1.3 Statement of the Problem
There is a growing concern about the state of literacy and numeracy among children in
primary schools in Tanzania (Uwezo, 2010 & Kalanje, 2011). The study by Uwezo
(2010) has shown that quite a good number of children leave standard seven without
basic literacy and numeracy skills. One reason associated with this problem is the
inadequate pre-service training for literacy and numeracy teachers (Bhalalusesa et al,
2011). Unless necessary measures are taken to arrest the situation, the problem will
prevail. One of the measures which would help to solve the problem is to sharpen the
knowledge and skills of primary school teachers through CPD programmes on 3Rs.
However, at present there is no in-set programme which aims at improving skills in
teaching 3Rs among primary school teachers. This situation leaves teachers without a
specific programme which would support to sharpen their skills in teaching 3Rs.
Literature informs us that in the past there was a special programme known as MTUU3Rs which supported primary school teachers refurbish their skills in teaching 3Rs
(Bhalalusesa et al, 2011 & Chediel, 2004). According to Bhalalusesa et al (2011), the
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MTUU-3Rs was very potential in helping teachers sharpen their skills in teaching 3Rs
in primary school.

It is unfortunate that the MTUU-3Rs programme is no longer existing and no adequate
record is available about the programme which would provide lessons for action. As it
may be necessary to re-establish such programmes in the future because of their
importance, it was felt necessary that a study is conducted to investigate and record on
how MTUU-3Rs prepared teachers for 3Rs. There is no study which has been
conducted on MTUU-3Rs focusing on its content, methodology, scope, strength and
weakness. Therefore, this study is conducted to fill this gap.

1.4 Purpose of the Study
The overall purpose of this study was to investigate and record the information from
the 'MTUU-3Rs' in-service training on how it prepared teachers to teach literacy and
numeracy skills in lower classes in primary schools so that it can be used for future
programmes. Specifically, the study was guided by the following objectives:

1.5 Specific Objectives
1. To explore the key characteristics of the MTUU-3Rs programme (content,
methodology and scope).
2. To find out the successes and challenges of the MTUU-3Rs programme.
3. To investigate teacher educators and primary school teachers‘ perceptions of
the effectiveness of the 'MTUU-3Rs' CPD in preparing teachers to teach
literacy and numeracy skills.
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1.6 Research Questions
1. What were the key characteristics of the MTUU-3Rs programme in terms of
content, methodology and scope?
2. What were the successes and challenges of the MTUU-3Rs programme?
3. How is the 'MTUU-3Rs' programme perceived as a professional development
programme by teacher educators and teachers who participated in the training?

1.7 Significance of the Study
The results of this research are expected to be useful in various ways. They will add to
our knowledge of how the 'MTUU-3Rs' as a professional development programme
prepared teachers to acquire skills in teaching basic literacy and numeracy skills. In
turn, this information will raise awareness to the Teacher Education Department, TIE
and other responsible authorities on teacher education, especially for basic literacy
skills. This awareness will help these stakeholders to take necessary measures to revise
the pre-set curriculum and prepare in-set programmes to arrest the current situation.
The fact that Tanzania is experiencing problems in basic reading, writing and
arithmetic skills among primary school children, and the findings of this study may
help to improve the pre-service training on 3Rs.

1.8 Delimitation of the Study
This study was confined to one teachers‘ college in Mtwara Region that is, Kitangali
Teachers College. The study involved teacher educators who participated in the
training and primary school teachers who attended this course in Kitangali TC. The
teacher educators were found in Kitangali teachers college while the primary school
teachers were those working in Mtwara Municipality.
7

1.9 Limitations of the Study
The present study intended to investigate and record information from MTUU-3Rs
programme on how it trained primary school teachers to teach 3Rs skills in Tanzania.
The researcher is of the opinion that the results of the study have shaded light into how
the investigated programme prepared 3Rs teachers. However, due to some limitations,
the results may not be generalised to other situations although the researcher worked
hard to minimize such effects.

The first limitation based on the time that had passed after the investigated programme
was phased out. The MTUU-3Rs programme was phased out in 1990s. Thus, because
a long time had passed it was possible that the respondents could not remember well
some of the information asked. Similarly, it was not easy to trace all the participants as
some of them had retired. Therefore, prior information was sent to potential
respondents indicating areas of focus of the study to help them remember some
information.

The second limitation was the scope of the study. The study was conducted as a case
study covering one teachers college. Adequate information was collected from various
sources, that is, documents, observation, FGD and interview. By covering a wide area
to collect the data, it would have helped the researcher to collect other valuable
information which would have increased the quality of the results of this study.
However, this could not be done because of the time limit and wide geographical
location of other teachers‘ colleges which could have been included. However, it is
hoped that in spite of these limitations, the information collected can act as a mirror to
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view the CPD and can be used by interested people to improve the in-set and pre-set
teacher educational programmes.

1.10 Definition of the Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following terms will have the following meaning:

Teacher education: The process of preparing teachers which involve enabling
prospective and in-service teachers to acquire knowledge, attitudes, behaviours and
skills they require to perform their tasks effectively in the classroom.

Continuing professional development: It is a capacity building process that helps an
individual to grow in his/her profession by improving his or her experience. It is the
development of a person in his or her professional role (Reimers, 2003). In relation to
the MTUU-3Rs programme for teachers, it refers to a specific arrangement and the
opportunity given to teachers to sharpen their knowledge and skills in teaching literacy
and numeracy skills.

9

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of related literature on CPD for basic literacy and
numeracy skills. The review is divided into three Sections. The first section covers the
theoretical framework which guides the study. This is followed by the second part
which explores literacy skills; numeracy skills; the concept of teacher education in
Tanzania and how other countries prepare teachers to develop literacy and numeracy
skills. Thirdly, the emphasis is put on reviewing studies on continuing professional
development of literacy and numeracy teachers and the state of literacy and numeracy
among primary school children in Tanzania.

2.2 Theoretical Framework
A number of scholars have explained the concept of theoretical framework. Kombo
and Tromp (2006) defined it as a collection of interrelated ideas based on theories.
Therefore, it comprises various theories that a researcher uses to explain issues in his
study. Theoretical framework attempts to clarify why things are the way they are based
on theories. It is a general set of assumptions about the nature of phenomena. In this
regard, a theoretical framework helps a researcher to determine what issues he will
explore and how they relate to each other in the literature.

Based on this explanation, this study was guided by the situativity theory by Barab and
Duffy (2000). Situativity theory views learning as being connected to the situation,
whereby knowledge is situated in a particular physical or social environment. The
human thought is believed to be adapted to the environment, that is, situated, because
10

what people perceive; how they conceive of their activity, and what they physically do,
develop together (Clancey, 1997). Moreover, individual cognition and meaning is
socially and culturally constructed (Owen, 2004). Thus, learning is viewed as
involving individual and community processes of refining norms and practices (Lave
& Wenger, 1991). It also involves working collaboratively and negotiating meaning
through practice (Owen, 2004).

Therefore, in this study, professional development ('MTUU-3Rs' course) was viewed
as a process that enhanced teachers' professional knowledge and improved their
practice by allowing interaction among participating teachers and their environment. It
was assumed that if the teaching and learning methods used in this continuing
professional development encouraged primary school teachers to interact among
themselves, materials and experts, then learning was accelerated and competence was
achieved.

Moreover, with a close link of this theory with the concept of Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) by Vygotsky (1978), situativity theory gave a good lens through
which to view professional development (Owen, 2004). The work of CPD for teachers
is regarded as that of helping them meet ZPD by scaffolding to enable them realize
their potentials. Teacher educators are thus regarded as experts who provide this
support using a variety of teaching and learning strategies. Therefore, by creating a
CPD programme (like MTUU-3Rs' CPD) which is supported by social and other
environmental artifacts, meaningful learning and competence occur among individuals
which would not have been achieved without intervention (Verenikina, 2003 as cited
in Owen, 2004).
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Thus, as we have seen before, because learning is situated within the physical or social
environment and interaction of individuals among themselves and other materials, the
theory helped to trace back how the MTUU-3Rs CPD actually utilized various
resources (physical and social) to facilitate the learning.

2.3 Literacy Skills
The concept of literacy has been defined differently by different scholars. The concept
has tended to remain a social construct (Mlekwa, 1994). Early attempts to define it
have associated it with the ability to read and write (Fleer & Raban, 2005). However,
gradually the definition has been widened to incorporate other skills like speaking,
listening and viewing (ibid). Australian Capital Territory Department of Education and
Training (2009) defines it as the ability to read, write and use written language
appropriately in a range of contexts for different purposes and to communicate with a
variety of audiences. On the other hand, Whatman, Potter and Boyd (2011) view it as
the written and oral language we use in everyday life and work, including reading,
writing, speaking and listening.

Taking from these definitions, it can be noted that literacy involves the understanding
of the written form of language through which an individual is expected to read and
write. More importantly, it includes the ability to build skills to communicate orally
with others by speaking and listening. Australian Capital Territory Department of
Education and Training (2009) argues that reading and writing, when integrated with
speaking, listening, viewing and critical thinking, constitute valued aspects of literacy.
Thus, literacy incorporates a number of skills that would enable an individual to be
able to communicate through written language.
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Literature identifies a number of literacy skills. Townsend and Konold (2010) identify
five literacy skills: letter recognition, phonics and vocabulary, phonological and
phonemic awareness, oral comprehension and the conventions of print. Scarborough
(1998) lists four pre-reading skills: phonological awareness, letter identification,
vocabulary development and the ability to recall and retell sentences and stories. In the
same line, Brisbane Catholic Education (2006) argues that learning to read means to
bring meaning to a text in order to comprehend it; whereas writing involves the
selection and combination of print and visual codes and conventions using knowledge
of culture and situational context, grammar, sentence, encoding words and letters.

Research indicates that young children benefit more in literacy if they acquire skills
like vocabulary (e.g. names of things), print awareness, narrative skills, letter
knowledge and phonological awareness (O'Neill, 2010). Thus, the ability to read and
write is a result of a mastery of interrelated literacy skills as identified above.

2.4 Numeracy Skills
Like literacy, the concept of numeracy is understood differently by different scholars.
Australian Capital Territory (2009) defines numeracy as the effective use of
mathematics to meet the general demands of life at school and at home, in paid work,
and for participation in community and civic life. In the same line, Whatman, Potter
and Boyd (2011) define it as a person‘s knowledge and understanding of mathematical
ideas and their ability to use their mathematical knowledge successfully in their
personal, study and work lives. On the other hand, Askew et al (1997) define it as the
ability to process, communicate and interpret numerical information in a variety of
contexts.
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Although these definitions have explained numeracy differently, they have a common
meaning, which is basically the understanding of numerical information and the ability
to apply this understanding in various situations in one‘s life. Schield (2009)
emphasises that numeracy should involve the ability to read and interpret the statistics
encountered in everyday life.

The development of numeracy skills is necessary for a person to be able to understand
numbers and their associated meanings. Scholars vary in the way they explain what
numeracy skills are especially for children. According to Doig, McCrae and Rowe
(2003), while there is a general agreement that numeracy skills include the
understanding of numbers, others have included enumeration, classification,
comparison, and putting things into series (Munn & Schaffer, 1993, as cited in Doig,
McCrae & Rowe, 2003). Duckworth (2007) adds that:

Learning basic skills, such as number and shape knowledge, one-to-one
correspondence, spatial sense, and comparing and classifying groups,
provide the basis for mastering more complex concepts such as ordering
and pattern, understanding of measurement, as well as additive and
multiplicative relations. (p. 3)

It can be noted from the above list of what is involved in numeracy skills that such
skills are made up of many components. Taking from these, it can be seen that
numeracy skills include but are not limited to awareness of number, operations such as
addition, subtraction and multiplication, computation, measurement, classification,
comparing and understanding of shapes. As these basic skills mature, a child can easily
move to more complex skills (Duckworth, 2007)
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2.5 Teacher Education in Tanzania
The United Republic of Tanzania (2005) explains that teacher education (i.e. in
teachers‘ colleges) is responsible for preparation of Grade A and Diploma teachers to
satisfy the needs for teachers for pre-primary, primary and secondary education. It may
be necessary to note here that there are two models used to offer teacher education.
These models are college-based teacher education which is responsible for the preprimary, primary, ordinary secondary education and certificate teachers colleges. On
the other hand, the university based teacher education is directed to advanced
secondary education and diploma teachers‘ colleges (Meena, 2009). Bhalalusesa et al
(2011) point out that the holders of Bachelor of education can teach in advanced
secondary school and teachers‘ colleges.

In teachers‘ colleges, initial training of Grade IIIA teachers is provided. This initial
training is regarded as the first step towards professional development (Hansen &
Simonsen, 2001 as cited in Meena, 2009). During this training, student-teachers are
expected to acquire skills in effectively teaching and learning of numeracy and literacy
(TIE, 2009).

The role and responsibilities of Teacher Education in Tanzania are stipulated under the
Education and Training Policy. According to the United Republic of Tanzania (1995),
Teacher Education has to fulfil the following objectives:
 To impart2 to teacher trainees theories and principles of education, psychology,
guidance and counselling.

2

The concept of imparting knowledge and skills has traditionally been used to refer to the
process of transferring knowledge and skills from experts to learners. This has reduced the learning
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 To impart to teacher trainees principles and skills of pedagogy, creativity and
innovation.
 To promote an understanding of the foundations of the school curriculum.
 To sharpen the teacher trainees‘, teachers‘ and tutors‘ knowledge and mastery
of selected subjects, skills and technologies.
 To impart skills and techniques of research, assessment and evaluation in
education.
 To enable teacher trainees, serving teachers and tutors to acquire
organizational, leadership and management skills in education and training.

As it can be noted from the objectives, teacher education has been given a large
responsibility to prepare teachers to their fullest in terms of pedagogy, subject content
and creativity. It is assumed that teacher education can make a difference to teachers'
pedagogical knowledge and skills, which are in turn, reflected on students‘ learning
outcomes (Dembele & Lefoka, 2007 as cited in Bhalalusesa et al, 2011). However,
there is evidence that initial training of teachers is not strong enough to equip preservice teachers with the necessary skills to teach young children on pre-reading and
pre-numerate skills (Bhalalusesa et al, 2011). This calls for strong in-service training to
help these teachers develop skills in teaching 3Rs.

2.6 Preparing Teachers to Develop Literacy and Numeracy Skills
The development of literacy and numeracy skills has attracted a great attention of
educators and scholars all over the world. Literature on reading skills claim that

process to one direction and passive. The trend has now shifted to facilitating although the education
policy document has not changed.
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learning to read is not natural or easy for most children (Moats, 1999). It follows that
teaching reading is a job for an expert, requiring effort and incremental skill
development. Thus, the curriculum for the preparation of literacy teachers is suggested
to involve, among other things,

skills which will enable the student teachers to

understand language, which is the vehicle for instruction; understand psychology of
learning and development; apply best practices in all aspects of reading instruction;
and use validated, reliable, efficient assessment to inform classroom teaching (ibid).

Different programmes have been initiated to help teachers support their students in
acquiring literacy and numeracy skills. In Scotland, for example, student teachers
wishing to be primary school teachers must undergo a Bachelor of Education degree
course, where the programme equips them with skills to handle literacy and numeracy
skills (Her Majesty Inspectorate of Education, 2002). Moreover, emphasis is put on
practical training where the student teachers are given opportunity to practice the
teaching of aspects of literacy while tutors would pass to assess the students and to
give advice on their practice (ibid).

In England, the option has been on offering integrated teacher training. According to
Bird (2008), integrated teacher training is a programme that combines qualifications of
a generic teaching with subject specialism, that is, either literacy or numeracy. The
number of integrated literacy and numeracy teacher training courses has risen from the
year 2007 to 2008 (ibid). Through this programme, a student teacher specializes in one
subject (literacy or numeracy). This strategy has provided opportunity to explore and
apply the pedagogy of literacy and numeracy teaching more effectively from the start
of the course to the end (ibid).
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In Tanzania, the pre-service training of primary school teachers takes place for two
years in a college-based teacher education (Meena, 2009). It is expected that within
these two years student teachers will have acquired competences in the teaching of
primary school subjects (Bhalalusesa et al, 2011). The course is run by taught sessions
in classroom, teaching practice and examination at the end of the year (ibid). Due to
the fact that the initial teacher education curriculum is overloaded, teacher educators
are compelled to emphasize theory rather than practice in order to cover the content.
As a result, the newly qualified teachers are ill-prepared to teach pre-reading and prenumerate skills (Bhalalusesa et al, 2011).

The teaching of literacy and numeracy skills is not taught separately but integrated in
career subjects like English, Kiswahili and Mathematics. Bhalalusesa et al (2011)
explain that, while the curriculum for mathematics is detailed, the one for reading is
insufficient to help teacher educators teach well. Moreover, it is indicative from this
study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) that some of the teacher educators are not
knowledgeable enough to facilitate the teaching of 3Rs. Thus, student-teachers have
lacked the experience from their teacher educators on teaching large and diverse
classes with multilingual and mixed abilities. It is much worse to some cases where
access to proper teaching guide is not available among some teacher educators. All this
may have detrimental effects on preparation of teachers to acquire skills to teach 3Rs.

2.7 Importance of CPD to Literacy and Numeracy Teachers
Studies inform us that the professional development of teachers starts at initial training
and this training is of paramount importance in preparing new teachers (Meena, 2009).
Unfortunately, literature suggests that new teachers are not adequately prepared to
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meet the needs of their students (Lau, 2004). For example, the study by Bhalalusesa et
al (2011) in Tanzania brings to our attention that student teachers were left largely on
their own to accumulate teaching survival skills. Moreover, it seemed some teacher
educators lacked specific skills on how to teach young children in Kiswahili (ibid).
This situation cannot be left without an intervention through which teachers will
acquire appropriate skills they have missed during initial training. Thus, as stated in
the Tanzania Education and training policy, in-service training and retraining is
compulsory in order to ensure quality education (United Republic of Tanzania, 1995).

Given the nature of the teaching profession, teachers are undergoing a great pressure to
perform (Lau, 2004). Unfortunately enough, even the experienced teachers are yet to
adapt to new standards like the paradigm shift from content based to competence. With
this situation, teacher professional development constitutes an important part in quality
teaching. As Wenglinsky (2002) puts it, professional development influences teachers'
classroom practices strongly. This is so because this process may lead to the
improvement of both teachers‘ academic standing and acquisition of greater
competences and efficiency that improves the practice outside and inside the
classroom (Komba & Nkumbi, 2008). More importantly, it is through CPD that
teachers get the opportunity to develop new instructional techniques and refine their
practices (ibid).

In addition to the above advantages of teacher professional development, Mtahabwa
(2007) adds that it enables teachers to become reflective practitioners, help unqualified
teachers qualify and awaken teachers as part of the community. HakiElimu (2009)
insists that with the absence of teachers' professional development programmes,
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teachers become outdated and so lose their capability to work. This justifies the need
for teachers‘ professional development (TPD) programmes.

Tanzania has struggled to improve the quality of teachers to teach literacy and
numeracy through in-service training. Literature shows that there were a number of
projects3 implemented to help teachers acquire teaching skills in reading, writing and
arithmetic (3Rs) in early 1970s (Chediel, 2004). Before these projects were
implemented, experiments were first made to standard I and II teachers and pupils. A
success in the experiments encouraged the Ministry of Education to run three months
courses for teachers teaching reading, writing and arithmetic (United Republic of
Tanzania, 2004). This CPD course was designed to promote teachers‘ competence and
confidence in teaching the 3Rs at standard I and II in primary schools (Chediel, 2004).
The findings showed that teachers who attended this course (MTUU-3Rs) brought an
improvement in the level of pupils‘ achievement test (Ministry of Education, 1988 as
cited in Chediel, 2004). However, later evaluation on the impact of this project by the
Ministry of Education (2000) as cited in Chediel (2004) showed that it did not equip
teachers with the necessary skills. Thus, on this ground, the project was phased out
during the late 1990s.

Mtana and Mpinzile (2011) inform us on the current school based primary school
teachers in-service training. This programme ‗Mpango wa Mafunzo Kazini Elimu ya
Msingi‘ (MWAKEM) intends to make teachers able to teach well especially English

3

It is good to note that some of these projects were provided by some organizations and were
phased out after the end of the respective project. Thus, some projects were not sustainable, which is a
major weakness.
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language, Mathematics and Science. It comes as an intervention after a long history of
in-service programmes for primary school teachers which, as we have seen were not
sustainable. It is argued that this programme is expected to last longer and include all
primary school teachers as opposed to other past in-service programmes. However,
while this is a credit as a programme, one thing to note is that the programme still has
not considered the ‗3Rs‘ as basic skills and a vehicle towards successful learning of
pupils. As this programme (MWAKEM) intends to reach every teacher in primary
schools, it would have been a good opportunity to build teachers capacity to teach 3Rs.
Unfortunately, this is not the focus of the programme, thus leaving the problem of
teaching 3Rs skills in primary schools potentially unsolved.

In a situation like this where no special programme for training 3Rs teachers is in
operation, it may be necessary to have a special in-service programme for 3Rs teachers
like the MTUU-3Rs initiated in 1970s. Although the report by the Ministry of
Education (1988) as cited by Chediel (2004) shows that this programme had
weaknesses in the preparation process, a study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) suggests
that this CPD was potential and had helped teachers sharpen up their knowledge and
skills on teaching particularly reading. Some respondents in Bhalalusesa et al (2011)
had even regretted that they missed the opportunity to attend such courses. This
suggests that the ‗MTUU-3Rs‘ CPD had valuable inputs despite its weaknesses. Thus,
in order to be clear and certain on how this CPD prepared teachers in 3Rs, there was a
need to study it so that we know its content, process, strengths and weaknesses. By
doing so, it was felt that, improvements on the way teachers were prepared in 3Rs
would be made especially in pre-service teacher training by incorporating the
strengths.
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2.8 Teaching and Learning Methods for Professional Development of Teachers
The discourse on professional development identifies several models for professional
development. Some of these models include direct training, peer coaching/mentoring
and individual guided model (Kennedy, 2005 & Texas Education Agency, 1997). The
use of each of the models for professional development depends on the objectives of
the programme. Grant et al (2001) assert that many programmes include the
component to encourage teacher reflection, while others involve coaching structure to
help teachers. However, they add that the main difference in these programmes for
teacher training is the emphasis on the transfer of particular type of instruction to
classroom, that is, how the required knowledge is facilitated to programme
participants.

It is evident from the literature that each model for professional development utilises
different teaching and learning methods. However, it is suggested that CPD should use
methods that provide opportunity to teachers to reflect, give feedback, participate in
professional discussions, work with pupils and have chance to participate in peer
observation and coaching (Grant et al, 2001; Livneh & Livneh, 1999). As Harwell
(2003) argues, a successful teacher professional development will give opportunities to
participants to learn new classroom practices in the contexts within which those
practices will be used in far more effective than more traditional methods of
professional development. This emphasizes the need for the use of effective and
modern methods in facilitating CPD programmes.
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Thus, developing teachers to acquire new classroom practices and skills on teaching
literacy and numeracy would require the application of a variety of methods which
encourage hands-on and full participation. As far as the MTUU-3Rs as a CPD is
concerned, Bhalalusesa et al (2011) suggest that it was useful in preparing primary
school teachers in Tanzania to teach especially reading. However, it was not evident as
to which specific methods were used to prepare these teachers. Therefore, it was
important that we study this CPD so that we could learn from it thereby strengthening
the pre-service and in-service training of 3Rs teachers.

2.8.1 Teaching and Learning Methods to Develop Basic Writing and Reading
Skills
It is believed that children take their first critical steps to learn reading and writing
very early in life (Neuman, Copple & Bredekamp, 2004). Children learn many things
that help them to read and write through symbols, pictures, print and play (ibid).
However, it cannot be taken for granted that every child will be able to read and write
very easily. This is because writing and reading needs hard work (Roskos et al, 2003)

Neuman et al (2004) asserts that the ability to read and write does not develop
naturally, that is, it requires careful planning and instruction. Children need regular and
active interaction with print (ibid). Therefore, teachers as experts are expected to use
appropriate teaching and learning methods which will help children to learn to read
and write.

Literature on how to help young children to read in early years suggests a number of
strategies. Mbunda (1974), for example, explains that of all the methods that are used
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to teach young children to read, five of them are frequently used. These include the use
of alphabet approach, phonic (sound), whole word, syllable and sentence. He continues
to say that in Tanzania, the teaching of reading starts with whole word followed by a
sentence, syllable and finally the phonic. The question posed is, is this sequence of
teaching reading effective or right?

Williams and Lewis (2004) puts it that there is no right or wrong way as most of the
methods that have been tried over time. However, they introduce a number of
strategies that can be applied in helping children to read at different levels. For
example, the use of games and plays are believed to be useful in helping children to
recognise letters. Thus, children can be exposed to games like shopping game to try
shopping letters; have children cut boxes, chop food stuffs like carrot to make letters.
In further stages, children can role play in order to play with words. Neuman et al
(2004) explain that children may also be given opportunity to talk about the picture,
retell the story, discuss their favourite actions and request multiple re-readings. All this
stimulates children to learn and thus helps them acquire writing and reading skills
more easily.

2.8.2 Teaching and Learning Methods to Develop Basic Numeracy Skills
Studies examining how children acquire numeracy and mathematical skills view that a
child's world is full of opportunity to engage a child in numbers and quantities (Osana
& Rayner, 2010). When children engage themselves in play, they interact with
mathematical and numerical ideas such as magnitude, enumeration and spatial
relations among others (Seo & Grinsburg, 2004 as cited in Osana & Rayner, 2010).
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Therefore, the development of numeracy starts even before children go to formal
schooling.

Duckworth (2007) explains that, the development of numeracy skills is made up of
many components, which are built up in hierarchical ways over time. This view
reminds one of the position of school, especially pre-primary and primary schools
where children are helped to develop these skills. Thus, because children come to
school with some mathematical ideas, teachers should design programmes that build
on intuitive knowledge of these children and make use of real life contexts (Ontario
Ministry of Education, 2006).

Central to the plan that teachers will do are the strategies that they use to develop
numeracy skills. Osana and Rayner (2010) suggest that in order to develop numeracy
skills, teachers can design tasks which engage children in thinking. For example, they
can ask children to count a set of objects, compare sets with different quantities. In
addition, children can be requested to solve word problems, mentally or with a support
of tools like fingers or blocks.

Ontario Ministry of Education (2006) explains that, for effective learning experience in
mathematics, teachers need to make a balance of strategies to activate prior
knowledge, engage in mathematics, reflecting on the process and celebrating children's
learning. It is believed that by doing this, teachers will have the opportunity to observe
how children progress in learning. In conjunction with this, the learning environment
for children has to be enriched with activities which promote an acquisition of
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numeracy skills such as quantity and number, counting, addition and subtraction
(Osana & Rayner, 2010).

It is apparent from the above literature that helping children to develop numeracy skills
requires a lot of skill and effort. Teachers who engage in developing these skills need
specialised knowledge, skills and competence. Initial training alone may not be enough
to enable these teachers carry out their work effectively. Chediel (2004) puts that:

Preparing high quality teachers requires an integrated teacher
education programme based on sound content and pedagogical
knowledge supported by placement in a professional development
context where effective modelling of instruction can be observed and
where guided practice may occur. (p. 243)

This statement brings to our attention that the process of preparing quality teachers is a
continuous and coordinated one. Once teachers have acquired initial skills, they need
to be attached to a professional development to refurbish their knowledge. However,
key to this process is the way these teachers are prepared. Therefore, an effective CPD
will be designed such that it supports teachers become competent in teaching
especially literacy and numeracy.

2.9 Successes and Challenges of CPD Programmes for Teachers
Professional development is not undertaken for its own sake; it is done with some
purpose in mind (Rogan, 2004). The central purpose of any continuing professional
development programme is to help teachers improve their classroom practice. This
argument is supported by Anderson (2001:1); Day (1999:148); Day & Sachs (2004:
22) as cited in Lessing & Witt (2007) who assert that CPD should enable and support
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teachers to provide the best instructions which ultimately make them excellent by
gaining competence, confidence, commitment and a sense of joy of in teaching.

Thus, as Leu (2004), puts it, in order for a CPD programme to succeed, it must adhere
to some principles guiding the provision of continuing professional development.
According to Leu (2004), the success of a CPD depends on whether or not the content
focuses on what students are to learn and how to address different problems that
students may have in learning the materials. This implies that if the content is not
meaningful to both teachers and the learners, it is most likely that the programme will
not live to its purposes. Indeed, as Less and Witt (2007) puts it, a CPD programme will
not be of benefit if it is not designed to meet the contextual needs of the teachers
involved in the programme.

Training and Development Agency (TDA) (2008) summarizes that there is a wide
spread consensus over what an effective CPD is characterized of. Key features of an
effective CPD include the following:











Each activity is part of coherent long-term plan that gives the participants
opportunity to apply what they have learned, evaluate the effect on their
practice, and develop their practice.
It is planned with clear vision of the effective or improved practice being
sought.
It enables participants to develop skills, knowledge and understanding which
will be practical, relevant and applicable to their current role or career
aspiration-for example, in curriculum or subject content, teaching and learning
strategies and uses of technology.
It provides people with the necessary experience, expertise and skills.
It is based on the best available evidence about teaching and learning.
It takes account of the participant‘s previous knowledge and experience.
It is supported by coaching or mentoring from experienced colleagues, either
from within the school or from outside.
It uses lesson observation as a basis for discussion about the focus of CPD
impact.
It models effective learning and teaching strategies, e.g. active learning.
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It promotes continuous enquiry and problem-solving embedded in the daily life
of school.
Its impact on teaching and learning is evaluated, and this evaluation guides
subsequent professional development activities.

In addition to these principles, the authors are of the view that needs assessment is
necessary so that a CPD addresses specific needs of teachers (Bredeson, 2003; Muijs,
Day, Harris & Lindsay, 2004 as cited in Lessing & Witt, 2007). According to Komba
and Nkumbi (2008), teachers‘ motivation is one of the most important factors for a
CPD to be successful. They argue that intrinsic motivation is more powerful to drive
towards self-improvement than any amount of pressure from educational managers.
This gives us an idea that teachers must be given freedom to choose which CPD
programme to attend according to their needs. As Komba and Nkumbi (2008)
continue, teachers must see the value of the programme so that they can accept to
attend.

According to Less and Witt (2007), clarity of the aims of the programme is an essential
condition for it to be successful. It is argued that the planners of the programme should
reflect on what they wish to accomplish (ibid). Thus, it must be clear to the
participants also of what they should expect from the programme. It can be argued
here that if the objectives and focus of the programme are not open, it may lead to demotivation of teachers to attend the programme.

2.10 Literacy and Numeracy Skills in Tanzanian Primary Schools and the CPD
for Teachers.
Following the large investment that the government of Tanzania has made in
expanding education, stakeholders in education have sought to see how the investment
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relates to achievements in improving the quality of education. Uwezo (2010)
conducted a study to assess improvements in the educational sector by government. In
particular, the study focused on the basic skills of reading and arithmetic among
children. It was revealed that quite a large number of primary school leavers could not
read or perform simple mathematical operations.

The study by Ngorosho (2011) on literacy skills of Kiswahili speaking in rural
Tanzania shaded more light on the magnitude of literacy problem. It was revealed that
the children‘s reading and writing ability was very low. In Ngorosho‘s study, about
30% did not write any word and, 50% of children could not read words correctly. On
the other hand, Kalanje (2011) on his study on‖ identification of the first graders at risk
of reading and writing difficulties‖, revealed that children up to grade three with
difficulties in reading and writing can easily be assisted. This implies that (in this
context), with special training to teachers on how to handle these cases, the identified
children would benefit more from the teaching and learning process. Kumburu (2011)
informs that an intensive short-term skills intervention programme can be effective to
assist these children who are at risk of reading and writing. While this report gives
hope on the possibility of reducing illiteracy among children at risk of reading and
writing, the lack of specific CPD for literacy and numeracy teachers leaves this hope in
vain.

Studies on quality of teachers show that poor quality of students' learning correlates
with poor quality of teachers' teaching, that is, weakness in teachers' pedagogical
content and classroom practice (Pontefract & Hardman 2005; Akyeampong, Pryor &
Ampiah 2006, Moon et al. 2005; Byamugisha & Ssenabulya, 2005 as cited in
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Bhalalusesa et al, 2011). The study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) revealed that although
initial teacher training is conducted, it is not strong enough especially in preparing 3Rs
teachers. This situation calls for a specific CPD programme to these teachers to
improve their skills and knowledge in teaching reading, writing and arithmetic.

2.11 The Gap in the Literature
The reviewed literature shows that a number of studies have been conducted to
examine the issue of literacy and numeracy and how literacy and numeracy teachers
are prepared. The study by Ngorosho (2011) revealed a growing illiteracy among
children in rural areas. Kumburu (2011) and Kalanje (2011) focussed their studies on
children at risk of reading and writing. These studies are suggesting that with a proper
interventional programme, children at risk of reading and writing can be helped. It is
unfortunate that teachers who are responsible to help these children are reported to be
ill-prepared to teach literacy and numeracy skills.

The study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) conducted to find out how teachers were
prepared in reading and mathematics, suggested that initial training of literacy and
numeracy teachers is potential. However, despite its significance, there are weaknesses
which hamper the good preparation of teachers. This study indicated that the
professional development of teachers has proven significant in improving their
competence. More significantly, Bhalalusesa et al‘s (2011) study suggests that MTUU3Rs as CPD had a significant role in improving the knowledge and skills of teachers to
teach reading, writing and arithmetic.
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Unfortunately, while this continuing professional development is indicated to have
helped literacy and numeracy teachers in the past, the programme no longer exists.
Moreover, there is no record of its content, methodology, strength and weaknesses.
Thus, the lesson from ‗MTUU-3Rs‘ CPD which could have strengthened both preservice and in-service training like the current school based in-service training
(MWAKEM) is not available. The fact that Tanzania is experiencing a serious problem
with illiteracy and innumeracy, the re-examination of MTUU-3Rs is a necessary
undertaking that would provide lessons on how 3Rs teachers are helped. There is no
study which has been conducted to investigate this in-service training focusing on the
key characteristics, that is, content, methodology and scope and the practical
application of its knowledge and skills among primary school teachers. Thus, it was
this knowledge gap that this study wanted to fill in the literature in Tanzania by
conducting a study to investigate MTUU-3Rs continuing professional development
which prepared literacy and numeracy teachers in Tanzanian teachers‘ colleges.

2.12 Conceptual Framework
A concept is an abstract idea inferred from specific instance. According to Strauss and
Corbin (1998), a concept is a word or phrase that symbolizes several interrelated ideas
and meanings. Unlike a theory, a concept does not need to be discussed to be
understood (Smyth, 2004 as cited in Kombo and Tromp, 2006).

On the other hand, a conceptual framework, which is a result of several concepts, is a
set of broad ideas of the research. According to Reichel and Ramey (1987) as cited in
Kombo and Tromp (2006), a conceptual framework can be defined as a set of broad
ideas and principles taken from relevant fields of inquiry and used to structure a
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subsequent presentation. It is a research tool intended to assist a researcher to develop
awareness and understanding of the situation under scrutiny and communicate it.

Therefore, a better understanding of this study required a conceptual framework which
would explain the key variables involved in the study. The conceptual framework used
in this study was adapted from Owen (2004).

The framework views a professional development programme as the process for
capacity building. Teachers who are engaged in such programme are believed to have
their mental models (prior experiences, skills and knowledge) that need to be
developed to achieve competences. Thus, teachers are engaged in a CPD programme
in order to help them accelerate their leaning (Owen, 2004).

In this study, it was anticipated that the MTUU-3Rs as a CPD programme had specific
content and methodology to help teachers who engaged in this programme acquire
expected outcome. Therefore, it was assumed that there were various stages in
facilitating 3Rs teaching skills. The first stage exposed teachers to active learning
through interaction with learning environment, where learning tools like books,
teaching aids and social interaction with colleagues (other teachers) and experts
(teacher educators) facilitated learning. It is at this stage that new knowledge and skills
in teaching were facilitated.

By investigating such components like books and other teaching aids used and social
support (teacher educators and primary schoolteachers), it helped the researcher to
collect information on the content and methodology used in training to facilitate
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learning (active learning). On the other hand, the experts (teacher educators) and
teachers helped to give views on the strengths and weaknesses of the MTUU-3Rs
programme as they experienced during the training. It was thought that if the content
and methodology used in the programme were supportive and adequate, then the
programme was effective.

In the other stages, that is, stage two and three in this process, the teachers as learners
are expected to own the acquired learning after getting support from experts (teacher
educators), peer teachers, books and teaching aids and so work on their own to
maximize their capacity. It was thought that this would have involved taking part in
teaching to check their ability in using the learned knowledge. Through practice, the
acquired knowledge is assumed to be internalized and become automatic. This helped
to observe how teachers who participated in the programme practice the skills
acquired. Below is a diagram that summarizes this conceptual framework.
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Figure 2.1 A Conceptual Framework for this Study
Self-repeating loop
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Source: A conceptual framework adapted from Owen, (2004)
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STAGE 3

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
3.0 Introduction
This chapter is an elaboration of the methods used in carrying out this study. It
describes the steps which were taken to address the research questions as presented in
chapter one. It comprises the location of the study, research design, target population,
the sample and sampling techniques, research methods, data analysis procedures and
ethical considerations observed in the study.

3.1 Research Design
Research design is the systematic planning of research which includes the formulation
of a strategy to resolve particular questions, and the collection as well as recording of
evidence (Keya, Makao, Mani & Omaril, 1989). According to Kothari (2004), it is the
arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data. It is important to have a
research design because it facilitates the smooth running of various research operations
(Kothari, 2004).

The study employed a qualitative approach in order to provide for a description and
explanation of various situational influences. Kothari (2004) explains that qualitative
research is designed to find out how people feel or what they think about a particular
subject or institution. Thus, its use in this study was found to be appropriate. This is
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because the approach allowed the researcher to be flexible to obtain and interpret the
meaning and experiences of the respondents.

A case study design was particularly used because, according to Kombo and Tromp
(2006), the design seeks to describe a unit in detail in context and holistically.
Moreover, in case study, a great deal can be learned from a few examples of the
phenomena under study. The case study has the advantage of using multiple sources of
evidence with additional flexibility in data collection (Johnson, 1994).

3.2 Location of the Study
The study was conducted in Mtwara region, Newala district where Kitangali teachers‘
college is located. The college is found near Kitangari town latitude 10˚38‘22‖ South
and longitude 39˚18‘14‖ East. Kitangali teachers‘ college was chosen because it was
one of the colleges which offered MTUU-3Rs course. The primary school teachers
who participated in this programme in Kitangali teachers‘ college could be traced in
Mtwara region. The respondents (primary school teachers who participated in MTUU3Rs course in Kitangali TC) were traced and selected from Mtwara municipal council.
This area had the advantage of having many schools located close to each other. This
facilitated the process of data collection.

3.3 Target Population
A target population is a group of participants from which the researcher collects
information and draws conclusion. Van (1990) defines a target population as all
members or individuals or groups, or other elements that the researcher hopes to be
represented in the study. In this study, the target population was college teacher
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educators and primary school teachers who participated in MTUU-3Rs continuing
professional development. The estimated population of the study was 100 people: 3
teacher educators and 97 primary school teachers.
3.4 Sample Size, Sample Characteristics and Sampling Techniques
This section presents the procedures for sampling and sampling techniques. It includes
the sample size and sample characteristics and sampling procedures.

3.4.1 Sample Size and Sample Characteristics
According to Kothari (2004), a sample is a set of respondents from a large population
for the purpose of collecting information. Adam and Kamuzora (2008) write that the
decision on which elements should be involved in the sample rests on the researcher‘s
judgement. This research had two categories of participants. The data were collected
from 16 participants: 3 teacher educators who participated in facilitating the
programme (or who had experience on MTUU-3Rs programme) and 13 primary
school teachers who participated in the programme. The criterion for the selection of
these respondents was participation in the programme and the teaching subjects for
primary school teachers, that is, reading and writing or arithmetic.

Among the 3 teacher educators who were involved in this study, 2 of them had
attended short courses on 3Rs, one of whom had undertaken special courses in Art
Works. Moreover, these 2 teacher educators had participated in facilitating the
programme in various phases. Therefore, they had good experience of the programme.
The remaining 1 teacher educator among the 3 was once an academic dean when this
programme was in operation and therefore was coordinating the programme. It was
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found that these 3 teacher educators had professional teaching experience of more than
20 years whereas their ages ranged between 45 and 59.

As far as primary school teachers who participated in this study are concerned, it was
found that 3 among the 13 had undergone other courses related to reading, writing and
arithmetic. The remaining 10 teachers had not attended other courses on 3Rs other than
the ―MTUU-3Rs‖ programme they had taken a long time ago. With the exception of
two primary school teachers who had teaching experience of less than 25 years, the
remaining 11 teachers had teaching experience of more than 30 years and were above
50 years old. Since these teachers had attended the programme in different times, they
provided potential information which enriched the findings of the study.

3.4.2 Sampling Procedures
Kothari (2004) explains that the researcher must decide the type of the sample he will
use. This involves the decision of the technique to be used in selecting the items for the
sample. Thus, this study used purposive and snowball sampling techniques. Cohen,
Manion and Morris (2000) explain that purposive sampling technique is the intentional
seeking of individuals or situations likely to yield a greater understanding of a
phenomenon of interest. This technique was used to get a sample of teacher educators
who facilitated or had experience of the MTUU-3Rs programme. These teacher
educators were involved because the researcher assumed that they had potential
knowledge on this programme. Also, this technique was used to select one teachers‘
college out of 34 government teacher colleges in Tanzania.
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Also, this study used snowball sampling technique to get the sample from primary
school teachers who attended the MTUU-3Rs course. Since these teachers had
attended the course, the researcher believed that they would provide enough
information particularly on methods they learnt and how they use them in classroom
practice. According to Kothari (1990), in snowball sampling, one begins with
identifying someone who meets the criteria for inclusion in the study, then asks him or
her to recommend other people whom he or she may know that meet the criteria. In
this case, this technique was an effective way of identifying these teachers from
Mtwara Municipal council.

To identify these teachers, the researcher used the registration book in Kitangali TC as
the starting point at the initial stage. Then, the researcher visited Mtwara Municipal
education offices to seek assistance on where these teachers were stationed at present.
This was followed by visiting schools to verify the obtained information and make
appointment to meet the teachers.

3.5 Data Collection Methods
In order to collect data and be certain that the information obtained had little bias, a
combination of data collection methods were used. Wellington (2000) is of the view
that the use of three or more different methods or bearings to explore an issue greatly
increases the chances of accuracy. On the other hand, Cohen et al (2000) put forward
that no single method can act in isolation because it can bias or distort the whole
picture of reality that the researcher is investigating. Thus, this study used interview,
documentary review, observation and focus group discussion to ensure validity of data.
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3.5.1 Interviews
A semi-structured interview was employed in collecting information on teaching and
learning methods used and learned during the 3Rs programme and the perception that
primary school teachers and teacher educators had on the effectiveness of the
programme. This method was chosen because of its flexibility and the information
collected is detailed (Enon, 1998). Intensive interview was administered to teacher
educators who participated in facilitating the programme or had experience of the
programme and the primary school teachers who attended it. The interviews were
conducted to 7 interviewees. These involved 3 interview sessions for teacher educators
and 4 interview sessions for primary school teachers. The interviews were taperecorded to facilitate storage and retrieval of information and get accurate data during
analysis. However, in order to complement the tape recordings, the researcher took
notes on some issues in a note book.

3.5.2 Documentary Review
The nature of the study required the gathering of secondary data from documents.
Denscombe (1998) explains that documentary review has the advantage of providing a
large amount of information. Documentary review was conducted to get data on
teaching and learning methods used in 3Rs CPD and a record of teachers who
participated. The documents which were reviewed included the registration books,
teaching and learning materials including books. These documents enriched the
information obtained through other methods of primary data collection. The researcher
recorded the information obtained in a note book in a manner that facilitated the
analysis.
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3.5.3 Observation
Observation was used to obtain first hand information from real classroom practice.
Based on the observation schedule, four lessons (two from reading/writing subject and
the other two from arithmetic) were observed. This classroom observation was done in
order to see how the classroom practices by the teachers demonstrated the use of skills
acquired during the training. This observation helped to understand the context within
which teaching and learning 3Rs operated. The observed events were recorded in a
note book, following the guidelines from the observation schedule.

3.5.4 Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
This study also made use of focus group discussion technique to collect information
from teachers who attended 'MTUU-3Rs programme. The FGD comprised a group of
5 primary school teachers. The discussion aimed at getting opinions, feelings,
perceptions and suggestions on the process of preparing literacy and numeracy
teachers, particularly on the scope, content and methodology used in this process and
the effectiveness of teaching methods they learned. The group was composed of both
male and female teachers. A tape recorder was used in order to facilitate the analysis
process and help the researcher to review the discussion.

3.6 Data Analysis Techniques
Much information obtained in this study was qualitative in nature. These data were
collected and classified, organized and categorized according to themes and the
meaning they presented. First, the researcher listened to the audiotape recordings from
interviews and FGDs several times and transcribed them; read the field notes noted in
a notebook during interview and FGD. At this stage, the data from documentary
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review and observation were subjected to content analysis in order to get units of
information which were relevant to the study. Using the summary of the analysed
documents and classroom observation guide, relevant ideas were picked and put into
the categories that each fell. A consideration of the quality of data was made at this
stage to decide on which data to be included.

Thereafter, the researcher identified the themes and categories into which items of data
were sorted and arranged at an initial stage. The data were then put in separate files
and folders containing similar ideas to facilitate the organization of data into their
respective categories. Each category was labelled using letters to facilitate the analysis
process.

From time to time the researcher referred to the field notebook to check for any note
made in the field so as to maintain consistence of data. A summary of data containing
key issues was made which helped the researcher to report the findings. Therefore,
responses from the field research and cumulative data from both primary and
secondary sources were synthesized at this stage of the research.

3.7 Validity and Reliability of the Study
Reliability and validity are concepts which have posed challenge in qualitative
research. In qualitative research, reliability refers to the degree to which the finding is
independent of accidental circumstances of the research (Kirk and Miller, 1986). It is
thus the dependability, confirmability consistency or credibility of the results (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985, as cited in Bashir, Afzal and Azeem, 2008).
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Validity, on the other hand, in qualitative research refers to the extent to which data are
plausible, credible and trustworthy (Bashir et al, 2008). In order to establish the
validity and reliability of the study, the researcher used the following techniques: the
researcher used triangulation in collecting data, where semi-structured interviews,
documentary review, direct observation and focus group discussion were used. There
was also the use of tape recorder and photographs. Through the use of these flexible
tools of data collection, the researcher was able to collect rich information which
helped to validate the results.

The instruments for data collection were checked for their validity and reliability. In
order to validate the instruments, the researcher asked colleagues from Masters Degree
in Dodoma University to rectify the instruments in relation to the objectives of the
study. On top of that, the supervisor was consulted to check the suitability of these
instruments to obtain the required content. Adjustments were done based on the
comments provided. This helped the researcher to determine whether the research tools
truly measured what they were supposed to measure or how truthful the research
results are (Joppe, 2000).

The researcher also asked experts and some of the respondents to check on the results
obtained during the actual research so that they could comment on the trustworthiness
of the results. Direct quotations have been used in this study to show real context and
add meaning to the explanations by the researcher.
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Moreover, during the analysis, the researcher devoted time to listen to audio recordings
and read the field notes several times before the final work was written. This helped to
check if the results were consistent.

3.8 Administration of Instruments
The administration of the research instruments was done by the researcher. The
researcher conducted interviews and focus group discussions with the selected
interviewees and discussants and compiled the information. Reasonable time was
allocated to allow for the conversation to tape the required information.

3.9 Ethical Issues
Before conducting a research, the researcher was aware of the ethical issues to be
considered in order to protect human rights and privacy. Thus, he sought for clearance
and go-ahead from the University of Dodoma. When clearance was granted, the
researcher sought for permission to conduct research from the Regional Authorities of
Mtwara and prior information was sent to the study sites. The researcher observed the
rules, norms and principles of research during the research process including
maintaining confidentiality of the responses from the respondents. On the other hand,
the researcher held anonymous any identity from the respondents for privacy. Thus, no
names, ID numbers or any identification of the respondents was used. The respondents
were told beforehand the purpose of the research and sought for their consent to
participate in the study. Respondents had all rights to withdraw from the study at any
stage if felt uncomfortable in continuing.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
4.0 Introduction
This chapter presents, analyzes and discusses the data collected from the field. The
presentation and organization of data in this chapter is in accordance with the research
questions which reflect the specific objectives of this study. This chapter is divided
into three major themes, namely:1. Key characteristics of the MTUU-3Rs programme (Content, methodology and
scope)
2. Successes and challenges of the MTUU-3Rs Programme.
3. Teacher educators‘ and primary school teachers‘ perceptions of MTUU-3Rs as
a CPD

In order to facilitate and thus have a logical presentation of data, the above themes are
further divided into sub-themes.

Data were collected through interviews, focus group discussion, observation and
documentary review. For easy communication of the findings, the individual
interviews with primary school teachers and teacher educators use coined names in
which Shujaa, Neri and Jongo were teacher educators while Millanzi, Ally, Mwijage
and Mary were primary school teachers. On the other hand, the participants in the
focus group discussions with primary school teachers are addressed as Bwile, Nyange,
Juliet, Zawadi and Kilasi and classroom observations are termed as Observation I, II,
III and IV.
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4.1 Key Characteristics of MTUU-3Rs Programme
The first research question wanted to find out the key characteristics of the studied
MTUU-3Rs programme. Teacher educators and primary school teachers who
participated in this programme were asked to explain the way they understood the
programme in terms of scope, content and methodology. The findings are presented in
three sub-themes which are Aims and scope of MTUU-3Rs programme, the content of
MTUU-3Rs programme and methodology issue in facilitating MTUU-3Rs programme.

4.1.1 Aims and Scope of MTUU-3Rs Programme
Interviews and focus group discussion revealed that both teacher educators and
primary school teachers who participated in this study were aware of the programme.
During the individual interviews and focus group discussion, participants had
opportunity to explain what were the aims and focus of the programme as a CPD
programme for primary school teachers. The participants in this study were of the view
that MTUU-3Rs programme was a programme which aimed at improving primary
school teachers‘ ability to teach 3Rs skills. This can be seen from the statement by
Mary:

This was a course which was designed to help primary school teachers
to teach ‗3Rs‘ step by step. For example, it was helping teachers on
how to help pupils recognize vowels and other alphabets, syllables.
(Mary, Teacher)

In addition to what Mary had said about this programme, Ally explained that MTUU3Rs programme was a programme that enabled teachers to understand children
psychologically. He further explained that this programme brought in new teaching
methods which helped teachers to teach reading and writing. He had this to say:
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This programme helped teachers acquire psychological knowledge and
skills on how to deal with children and how to identify children with
learning difficulties. Generally, the programme introduced strategies to
help children (Ally, Teacher).

Showing how he understood this programme, Zawadi during the FGD had this to say:
It was a programme which aimed at sharpening teachers on 3Rs
teaching skills. It was one of the successful programmes because it
enabled pupils to read and write within a short time. There was a special
period for writing only, thus the hand writing was very good. (Zawadi,
Teacher, FGD)
In response to the aspect of the scope of the programme, it was revealed from the
explanations of teachers and teacher educators that the programme concentrated on
two major issues: training on methods of teaching 3Rs and the use of teaching aids.
For example, one teacher explained that the emphasis was helping teachers acquire
skills in teaching 3Rs. He said:
As the name of the course explains itself ―3Rs‖, it was emphasizing on
methods which a teacher will use in order to help children to read, write
and understand arithmetic. (Ally, Teacher)

Yet the explanation given by one teacher educator showed that these two aspects were
the major emphasis of the course. One teacher educator had this to say:

We concentrated on helping teachers acquire good teaching methods for
children. Thus, we were very serious in helping them prepare teaching
aids using plants, stones, seeds. (Shujaa, Teacher Educator)

A similar explanation was given by another teacher educator:

The emphasis was on helping teacher to teach 3Rs using various
methods of teaching and teaching aids, ability to write letters on the
chalkboard and prepare teaching aids. (Neri, Teacher Educator)
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When requested to explain why this was the case, he explained that it was necessary to
orient teachers on these two aspects because there were differences in methods of
teaching children especially on 3Rs. Therefore, it was important that this difference
was made clear.

Thus, it was evident from the interviews and focus group discussion that this
programme sharpened primary school teachers on the teaching strategies, use of
teaching aids and facilities like chalkboard and the skills on understanding children
psychologically.

Discussion
As it can be noted from the above findings, the statements from the participants of this
study have indicated that they clearly understand MTUU-3Rs in terms of its scope and
aims. Their descriptions of how they generally understand the programme have shaded
light into what was the main concern of the programme. For example, the explanation
given by Zawadi during the FGD and that of Mary as we have seen above, give a
picture of the programme. Their explanations have shown that MTUU-3Rs as CPD
was concerned with building the capacity of primary school teachers in teaching 3Rs
by equipping them with methods of teaching and using teaching aids.

From these findings, it is evident that this programme made these teachers develop
their skills in teaching 3Rs. The programme has been recognized as a means that had
enhanced the teaching profession. This is similar to what Bhalalusesa et al (2011) had
seen from their study in which teachers informed that in the past the in-service training
like 3Rs had helped them to sharpen their knowledge and skills in teaching lower
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classes especially in reading. Thus, it is patently clear that MTUU-3Rs as professional
development was built around the principle of solving the day-to-day work of
teaching.
4.1.2 The Content of the MTUU-3Rs Programme
It was one of the objectives of this study to find what was taught in MTUU-3Rs CPD.
To meet this objective, the researcher conducted interviews and documentary review to
understand what was taught. It surfaced from the interviews with the teachers and
teacher educators that the programme made effort to equip teachers with the teaching
methods, skills on preparation of teaching aids and chalkboard use. Some of these
were also evident in the documents which were reviewed (Kitabu cha kufundishia
kusoma na kuandika and Hisabati shule za Msingi). There were five sub-themes that
emerged from the data under the major theme of content: Skills for teaching reading,
Teaching how to write, How to teach Arithmetic, Preparing and using teaching aids
and How to use the chalkboard.

Skills for Teaching Reading
Teaching reading was identified as one of the most difficult areas. For this matter,
teachers and teacher educators explained that time and efforts were devoted practicing
various skills in teaching reading to young children. They admitted that the programme
developed primary school teachers with many skills related to the teaching of reading.
It was learnt that the ability to read is developed through interrelated skills. In the
analysis of the statements that were presented, five aspects emerged: Sound awareness,
Reading syllables, Reading words, sentences and longer text

Awareness of Sounds
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In this aspect, teachers and teacher educators explained on the necessary skills that
children need to have before they can actually be able to read. They explained that
ability to read is a product of many interrelated skills like awareness of sound. Thus,
for children to be able to read they would require pre-reading skills identifying the
sounds of letters. They argued that mastering the sound of letters (vowels and
consonants) is one of the basic prerequisite for children to read better. Therefore,
practicing the teaching of how each letter sounds was very important in the
programme. Explaining on this, Mwijage explained that:

We had to practice on how to teach reading to beginners. The best
practice was to start with sounds of vowels because they help in
producing sounds when connected with consonants. Sounds of
consonants were to be taught after children have mastered the vowel
sounds. (Mwijage, Teacher)
It was explained that the vowels, ―a, e, i, o, u‖ are major letters in Kiswahili and the
way they are pronounced are different from languages of pupils mother tongue. It was
emphasized that the use of songs like, ―a, e, i, o, u! hizi ni herufi kuu, tamka kwa sauti
kuu‖ was necessary in order to orient children to these vowels. This meant that
children had to learn the sounds of these letters before continuing with another step. In
order to facilitate this, teaching approach to facilitate the identification of these sounds
used songs, imitation of sound from the teacher, use of letter cards to help children
relate the shape of the letter with the sound produced by that letter. Millanzi explained
that:

There were many methods of developing awareness of sounds which
we learnt. The ones I remember are the use of word games using word
cards and songs. (Millanzi, teacher)
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According to Mary, singing was emphasized because it enables children to read as it
helped to practice the similarity in sounds. Furthermore, the word games were mainly
used to help learners remember the shape of the letters and create cues to associate the
shape and the sound. She continued to say:

Songs were best methods that we usually used to prepare children for
reading practice. In singing, children learn the sounds of different
letters. The song ―hii ndiyo i! iii! Inakofia kichwani, iii!‖ was used to
help them link the shape and the sound of that letter.

From the document which was reviewed, it was found that teachers were given
specific instructions to follow when helping pupils reading. The sequencing started
with the vowels, consonants and to the higher levels. For example, when teaching
reading ―a‖, the teacher was directed to:
i.

Read letter ―a‖ before pupils and let them listen.

ii.

Ask the pupils to pronounce letter ―a‖ while imitating the teacher.

iii.

Write letter ―a‖ on the chalkboard and read. Let pupils read letter ―a‖ together,
in groups and individually.

iv.

Show the card with letter ―a‖ and ask them to read

v.

Write as many ―a‖ on the chalkboard as possible, with different sizes and
colours and let the pupils read them (Taasisi ya Elimu, 1983)

The Teaching of Syllables
The teaching of syllables was identified as a specific skill that required teachers to be
competent with. Teachers and teacher educators were of the view that this aspect was
one of the most serious parts in the training. It was argued that if children were not
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helped effectively to acquire this skill, there was a possibility that they could have
difficulties in reading. Providing his argument on this, Shujaa argued that:

Skills in teaching syllables had greater emphasis. This is because
reading syllable is a foundation of reading a word or even a sentence. If
children cannot read syllables, especially compound syllables like
ngwa, fya, there is a possibility that they may face difficulties in reading
later on. (Shujaa, teacher educator)

It was informed that the teaching of syllable was divided in two levels:, simple
syllables (those with a single vowel and single consonant like ka, da, ba) and complex
syllables (those with more than two letters like nywa, njwa, chwa). These were termed
as silabi mwambatano in Kiswahili. The best practice was to teach syllables after
children have mastered the sounds of letters thoroughly. They informed that the
formation of the syllables usually started with syllables that form familiar words to
children like baba, mama, kaka, dada.

There were a number of teaching strategies that were identified by teachers and
teacher educators in teaching syllables and their sounds. These included the use of
songs, use of plays and games, using syllable cards and imitation of sound pattern. It
was appreciated that the programme equipped them with the basic skills in teaching
syllables as an important aspect for children to be able to read. Explaining on this, one
teacher commented that:

The strategies we learnt improved our skills in teaching reading. In the
programme, we had special time to practice the sounds of syllables. It
was emphasized by our teachers that producing proper sound is
important because children will learn from us.(Millanzi, teacher)
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He also added that:

Because children like playing, the use of games was another strategy we
learnt to help children recognize syllables and pronounce them. When
children become competent, we were advised to ask them to mention
words which start with identified syllables like ka for kaka, kata,
kamba; ba for baba, bata, baisikeli.

Thus, from the statements of the respondents it was revealed that the teaching of
syllables had specific steps. In the beginning, the teachers had to start with producing
the sound of identified syllables. This was followed by imitation of the sound from the
teacher by the children. At a later stage, the teacher would integrate other methods like
games to evaluate how the children catch up with the skills. The following picture
shows a chalkboard strategy to help children practice reading syllable ka in one of the
observed classes.

Figure 4. 1 A Picture Showing the Syllables

Source: Field work (May, 2012)
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Teaching to Read a Word
In this aspect, the interest was to identify the strategies learnt by primary school
teachers in teaching reading a word to lower level children. Like for the first two
stages, the teaching of reading a word seemed to use similar methods. However, it was
insisted that at this stage children need to be assisted to grasp meaning of the word. It
was argued that in order to read a word, children have to be helped to understand that
words are made up of parts of small sound parts or phonemes.

Moreover, it was argued that the use of pictures in teaching a word helped learners to
create cue to remember and grasp meaning. Therefore, as the teacher helps children to
read a particular word like kuku (meaning hen) he has to link the word with pictures or
real object to help them decode the word. Thus, while the main focus is on teaching
reading, a child must understand the word. Explaining on this, one teacher educators
explained that:

During the training, every teacher was supposed to prepare drawings or
models of objects like fish. These pictures and models were good
starting points in teaching reading a word like samaki. (Jongo, Teacher
Educator)
Similarly, Mwijage explained that:

We learnt specific steps in teaching how to read a word. First, it was
advised to use a picture or a model of a thing representing the word you
teach. Then, you ask children to mention its name, for example, embe.
You can now write on the chalkboard and read the word aloud in order
for children to imitate. (Mwijage, Teacher)

The reviewed document tallied with the procedures identified by Mwijage above. The
document indicated that the procedure starts with showing a teaching aid (eg taa—a
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lamp) and ask children to identify it. Thereafter, the teacher writes the word taa on the
chalkboard and reads it while children read after the teacher. In the next level, the
teacher takes a card with the word taa and requests children to read. The process is
repeated in groups and individually.

When the teacher feels that the children have understood, other words with similar
rhyme are added like saa, dagaa. The teacher has to split the word into its syllables
(eg da-ga-a, sa-a, ta-a ) and ask children to read one syllable after the other. After this
step, the teacher takes some cards with these syllables and mixes them. Then children
are asked to pick them randomly and read.

Thus, it was learnt that there was a logical approach in teaching reading a word. These
included using pictures/models, reading the word, rhymes, imitating the sound pattern
by the children and splitting the word into its syllables.

Teaching how to Read a Sentence
A sentence in this aspect refers to a group of words that expresses a complete thought.
The teaching of reading a sentence was identified as one of the higher levels in
reading skills. It was interesting to find out how the teaching of reading a sentence was
sequenced. It was informed that ability to read a sentence is dependent on the earlier
skills of reading, that is, recognizing sound of letters, the shape of letters, grapheme
and phonemes and other related pre-reading skills. Thus, the teaching of reading had a
direct link with earlier competences that were built before.
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In general, it was reported that there was a combination of strategies. In the beginning,
teachers were advised to use short sentences, that is, sentences with two to three
common words. In this approach, teachers were to take the advantage of the words
they introduced to children to compose simple sentences. Explaining on this, Ally had
this to say:

Teaching reading is very tricky. If you are not careful, children will be
reading letters instead of words in a sentence. However, the programme
introduced us into step by step stages to start helping children how to
read a sentence. It was advised to start with short sentences in which we
had to connect two to three words. (Ally, Teacher)

The use of simple pictures with a sentence describing it was another strategy which
teachers learnt. Teachers and teacher educators explained that the use of pictures in
teaching reading a sentence was very helpful to children. The advantage advanced was
that children relate the picture with the sentence that describes it. For example, a
teacher was to prepare a picture of a man digging. Against this picture, the teacher
writes a sentence ―Baba analima‖. In this way, a child looks at the picture and gets a
hint to read a sentence.

In addition to reading words in a sentence, other added skills were introduced in
conjunction with reading a sentence. Skills like speed in reading, stress and intonation
were to be introduced at this stage. Teachers and teacher educators were of the view
that these skills were crucial to help children read with ease and give sense to the
sentence. Therefore, teachers were emphasized to be good readers themselves. One
teacher educator advanced that:

One thing about reading a sentence is that it is a little bit different from
reading a single word although they depend on each other. Reading a
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sentence requires good speed, fluency and proper stress of words. (Neri,
Teacher Educator)

He added that:

For teachers to succeed in this (teaching reading), we emphasized them
to practice on good reading before they teach reading to children.

Teaching how to Read Longer Texts
Development of reading skills in a longer text or rather short stories seemed to have its
own emphasis in the programme. In this aspect, the teachers and teacher educators
were requested to explain on the skills acquired in the programme as related to
teaching longer text to children. It was pointed out that in order to develop children‘s
skills in reading longer text, teachers were to be familiar with issues like punctuation,
fluency and general knowledge in language like grammar and structure. For that
matter, teachers were given practical activities to exercise reading short stories in front
of their colleagues. This was intended to check the skills of teachers in reading and
help them correct each other. Sharing his experience in this aspect, one teacher
educator explained that:

We made our effort to sharpen the reading skills of teachers. Some
teachers had weak reading skills with some mother tongue errors. For
us as teacher educators this was a challenge we had to face. (Jongo,
Teacher Educator).

According to him, the interest in reading is developed to students when their teacher is
confident and skillful. In the same vein, Millanzi explained that teaching reading at a
story level was challenging. He argued that although they believed that they had no
problems in reading, it was actually not true:
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In the beginning, some of us thought that we had good skills in reading.
With time we admitted that reading required a lot more skills. In our
times, we used stories like Juma na Roza to practice reading.(Millanzi,
Teacher).

Giving the details of the story, he provided a part of the text:

Huyu ni Rosa,
Rosa ana kikombe
Kikombe chake ni kizuri.
Juma anasema:
―Tia chai, Rosa.‖
―Tia maziwa.‖
―Tia sukari.‖
Rosa una kiu?
―Kunywa chai, Rosa.‖

It was added that to help children gain skills in reading short stories, teachers were
recommended to read first the story aloud to children. By doing so, it helped children
to reduce the problems of pronunciation. Moreover, it was a strategy to introduce
basic punctuation marks like comma, full stop and the like. While reading the passage,
teachers had to mention these punctuation marks. Teachers were of the view that when
a teacher reads aloud and asks children to read the same text, it helped him to detect
the problems and so correct them immediately by pronouncing the word correctly and
ask the children to repeat.

Discussion
The study points out that the MTUU-3Rs programme facilitated the programme
participants acquire strategies and skills in teaching reading. It was revealed that
teachers were instructed on specific approach (sequencing) to follow in teaching basic
reading. The data indicated that in reading, teachers learnt the syllabic approach which
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starts with vowel, syllable, word and then a sentence. As we have seen, children were
to be taught one skill after the other in a logical manner.

It is felt that this step by step approach to develop reading skills was very important to
help children to read. Each step as we have seen has significant meaning and provides
a base for the next step. This finding correlates with that of Bhalalusesa et al (2011)
who found that teachers of reading in Tanzania use the syllabic approach when they
teach beginning reading. This is a little bit inconsistent with Mbunda (1974) who
claimed that the teaching of reading in Tanzania starts with whole word, sentence,
syllable and finally the phonic.

Williams and Lewis (2004) put it that there is no right or wrong way to begin basic
reading skills. It can be argued here that each approach can be appropriate depending
on the strategies that teachers use in teaching. However, the participants were of the
view and maintained that proper sequencing is required and it has to start with vowels.
The logic of this claim is based on the thought that learners must be introduced with
simple learning concepts first before proceeding to the complex ones.

Whether the approaches or sequencing in the teaching of reading was proper or not, it
is indicative from explanations of the teacher and teacher educators that the
programme had managed to address the key areas in a CPD programme and helped
teachers to be focused in their teaching. It is imperative to note, as Neuman et al
(2004) argue that the ability to read does not develop naturally; it requires careful
planning and instruction. This means that special training is required to acquire these
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skills among teachers. One way to facilitate these skills is through running well
planned continuing professional development programme.

Teaching how to Write
Skills on writing was another aspect that emerged as an important area in this study.
On this aspect, teachers and teacher educators provided their experiences on the
training process to facilitate these skills. From the statements provided by these
teachers and teacher educators, it was revealed that ability to write follows some
coordinated stages, which every child must be helped to master. The steps identified
include letter pattern (Pre-letter shapes), lettering and writing.

Pre-letter Shapes
The first stage in the teaching of writing for beginners was identified to be drawing
pre-letter shapes. Thus, teachers and teacher educators informed that the facilitation
process for this aspect was a hands-on activity oriented. Teachers were given tasks to
practice how to draw different letter patterns which would later on become a base on
writing different letters. The practice for teachers to draw the letter patterns was done
on special chalkboards (with small and large lines) or sometimes on the ground.
Example, of the letter patterns which were learnt were found in the book for teaching
reading and writing (Kitabu cha Kufundishia Kusoma na Kuandika). This was one of
the books used in the programme. Below are pictures taken from the book for teaching
reading and writing showing different letter patterns.
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Figure 4. 2 Pictures Showing Different Letter Patterns for Pre-letter Writing
Skills

Source: Taasisi ya Elimu (1983)

It was explained by teachers that by drawing the above letter patterns, they practiced
writing letters like: a, c, e, i, u, w.

Lettering
Lettering was described as stage in which children learn how to write single letters,
that is, vowels and consonants. To support children to write the letters, teachers in this
programme were trained on several skills. Teachers and teacher educators explained
that during the training, they used things like stencils, clay soil, letter cards and the
like, to practice writing different letters. Thus, the preparation of teaching aids and
how to use them in teaching letter writing was of great emphasis at this stage.
According to Millanzi, the strategies learnt in writing a learnt were demonstrating
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writing a letter on the air, writing it on the ground (or slate), feeling (touching) the
letter written through glue and sand. Sharing his experience, he remarked that:

The procedure we learnt in teaching writing a letter started with
demonstrating writing a particular letter on the air, then writing it on the
ground and then touching and feeling the letter we mould through glue
and sand.(Millanzi, Teacher)

From the above explanation, it was apparent that teachers had to learn additional skills
in order to teach letter writing effectively. One of the skill that was facilitated was
creating the shape of letters through clay soil or stencils, hard papers, glue and sand.
Teachers and teacher educators explained that every teacher was assigned to prepare a
set of stencil for letters and demonstrate how to use it. On this, Shujaa explained that:

It was necessary for us as teacher educators to demonstrate how to
prepare stencils of letters and then how to use glue and sand to get the
letter. This skill was important because children at the lower age need
tangible things and practice in order to understand. (Shujaa, Teacher
Educator)

Similarly, Ally shared his experience on this and explained that one thing he
remembered was on designing letters using clay soil. According to him, this strategy
increased the memory of children because more than one sense is used.

One thing I remember in this aspect is that we were trained on creating
letters using moist clay soil. We then demonstrated how to touch the
model of the letters so as to sense its shape (Ally, Teacher)

The documentary evidence showed the steps the teacher was required to follow in
teaching writing. Like what we have seen earlier, the first step was to draw the preletter shape whereby a teacher was to guide the pupils to imitate the drawing on air, on
writing boards and on ground sand using sticks. Then, the teacher had to ask the pupils
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to write the drawing in the exercise book. During this time, the teacher was required to
pass through to instruct the pupils on good way of sitting, how to hold a pencil and
drawing. The last step required the teacher to teach how to write letter ―a‖ following
the steps shown in the following drawing:

Figure 4. 3 A Picture Indicating the Steps in Writing Letter “a”

Source: Taasisi ya Elimu (1983)

It was learnt that although the steps noted above applied in the teaching of other
alphabets, there were significant differences in the way each letter was to be written.
This observation was also supported by interviewees during the study. Millanzi
maintained that ―…each letter has specific way of writing. For example, letter ―f‖ is
not curved like some people are doing‖. Explaining more on the differences, Mary
said that:

In writing, we learnt that there are letters which can be connected with
other letters on the left or right only and on both sides. These are skills
which pupils learn after they have mastered writing single letters.
(Mary, Teacher)

Writing Stage
The writing stage in this context refers to a step in which children learn to join letters
into syllables, words and sentences or longer text. Both teachers and teacher educators
viewed this stage as an important step in writing skills. The contribution shared in the
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discussions indicated that teaching writing a word and the higher levels of writing had
a close connection with the ability to read. Writing in this stage was not to be taught as
completely separate from reading but as a complementing skill. For example, it was
explained that when teaching how to write ―mama‖ (mother), the first step is to
request children to read the syllables forming the word. Explaining on this, Millanzi
pointed out that:

There is a close link between the writing process and ability to
recognize the sound or reading. Each complements the other. Therefore,
in this aspect our teacher educators used cards of syllables and
requested us to read while demonstrating how to write it. (Millanzi,
Teacher).

The argument given here was that children have to see the connection between the
sound of the syllables forming the word and how it is written. Therefore, teachers
were emphasized on taking the advantage of the prior knowledge of reading when
helping children to read.

It was revealed that at this stage of writing skills, demonstration and modeling on the
appropriate style of writing were main strategies learnt. There were two styles of
writing which teachers learnt: mwandiko wa chapa (print hand writing in which one
letter is not connected to the other) and mwandiko wa vikonyo (connecting one letter to
the other). Teacher educators in this programme demonstrated how to write a word in
these two styles on the chalkboard and then gave the teachers activities to practice
writing in a similar way. A statement by Millanzi reveals this:

We learnt how to teach using syllable cards to form a word as a starting
point. Then, we had to demonstrate how to write that word correctly.
For example, if you want to teach the word ―mama‖, you take two cards
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with syllable ma, ask children to read while you demonstrate how to
write the word mama. (Millanzi, Teacher)

Similarly, to develop the ability to write at a sentence and short story level, teachers
had to write a sentence or a story on the chalkboard and ask children to copy. It was
argued that this strategy had the advantage of allowing children to see how the teacher
writes words in a sentence or short story. According to Mwijage, writing a sentence
was recommended to be connected with writing a word picked as a vocabulary from a
certain syllable that a teacher wants to introduce. Clarifying on this, she had this to
say:

Writing a sentence or a story was to be introduced as part of developing
writing a syllable and a word. For example when you teach syllables
like ng’, chwa, nd, you connect with words formed by these syllables
and so make a sentence like: ng’mbe anakula.(Mwijage, Teacher)

Discussion
The findings in this study have shown us that to enable young children to write is not
an easy job. As Neuman et al (2004) put it the ability to write does not develop
naturally. It needs hard work (Roskos et al, 2003), effort and creativity. It has been
shown that writing as an end product is built on other interrelated earlier pre-writing
skills which a child must practice before writing a meaningful letter or word. Children
have to acquire these skills long before they can understand what letters or a word
mean. For example, it has been indicated in this study that as a starting point, children
have to practice drawing pre-letter shapes (letter patterns). This is followed by writing
letters and then words, sentences and other longer texts like a short story. Indeed, this
coordinated approach in teaching writing is very important. This is because children
are supported on one skill after the other.
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The statements given by the teachers and teacher educators alike suggest that the
MTUU-3Rs programme made effort to equip teachers with the necessary skills and
knowledge to be able to teach these skills stage by stage. Teachers in this programme
were proud that they had good opportunity to learn how to teach writing skills stage by
stage. As we have seen from the above data, teaching writing requires professional
skills. Among other things, it would require knowledge on phonology, orthography,
dialect and grammar to be able to write correctly (Barry & de Bastiani, 1997; Pinheiro,
1995; Treiman, Goswami, Tincoff & Leevers, 1997 as cited in Ngorosho, 2011)

Moreover, as Whitehurts and Lonigan (1998) as cited in Ngorosho (2011) argue,
learning to write requires many other skills like the ability to translate units of sounds
into units of print. Thus, it is obvious that teachers who support struggling children to
write must possess good skills in developing a link between phonological awareness
and writing skills. It is interesting to find that this programme addressed these issues
and improved the professional skills without which they had weak knowledge in
teaching. In this regard, it can be argued that the weak knowledge and skill level in
teaching basic literacy as observed by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) among primary school
teachers would have been reduced if these teachers would have attended CPD
programmes. It is argued that if professional knowledge is not augmented by
appropriate CPD which would critique the teaching experience, there is a possibility of
remaining with static level of understanding (Bhalalusesa et al, 2011). Therefore, CPD
like MTUU-3Rs stand out as a support to teachers‘ professional skills especially in
teaching writing
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How to Teach Arithmetic
The idea about how children are supported to acquire basic numeracy skills was at the
heart of this study. In this sub-theme, the interest was to find out the stages in the
development of numeracy skills and the skills that were learnt in the programme to
help children develop these skills. Like for the case of reading and writing, teachers
and teacher educators explained that numeracy is developed in interrelated stages.
Moreover, it was revealed that during training, there were all sorts of mathematics for
lower levels and teachers were required to know how to teach them. From the
statements given by respondents, three aspects could be identified which were: the
concept of quantity, link of numerals and set of items and writing the numbers. Thus,
teachers were taught methods which would be helpful for pupils to recognize
numbers, write them and do simple arithmetic operations.

Developing the Concept of Quantity
Teachers and teacher educators were requested to provide their experiences on how
the concept of quantity was addressed in the programme. It was reported that as a
starting point in their training in this aspect, teachers were to build their individual
capacity to recognize the concept of number. Thus, every teacher was required to have
a thorough understanding of the concept of numbers before they were introduced to
skills of how to teach them to children.

The development of the concept of quantity to children was argued to be the first step
in introducing the numeracy skills to children. According to Neri, children learn the
concept of quantity when they relate with concrete objects around them. Therefore,
teachers in this programme were given skills on how to use a variety of teaching aids
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from the surroundings to help pupils gain the concept of quantity. Sharing his
experience, Neri explained that:

Before children can write or manipulate numbers, they need to know
the actual meaning of numbers. They have to be helped to understand
that numbers are the representation of quantity of things around them.
Therefore, the use of concrete things was recommended in the teaching
process. (Neri, Teacher Educator)

Therefore, in a classroom setting, teachers were recommended to use real objects.
These objects were used by children in counting so as to develop the idea of quantity
of things. For example, they had to bring stoppers of bottles, tins, spoons and the like
for this purpose. In addition, the classroom environment was to be hanged with
learning aids like the drawings of (a certain number) flowers, trees, balls, animals, etc.
Explaining on how these objects and other teaching aids were used, Mary had this to
say:

Usually we asked pupils to bring with them objects like stoppers of
bottles (Visoda). We used these to demonstrate a certain number of
Visoda, for example, one kisoda and then ask children, ―How many
visoda do I have?‖ They would answer moja (meaning, one). I would
add another and continue asking a similar question. (Mary, Teacher)

Other strategies which were learnt to develop the concept of quantity included plays.
These involved using the available materials from the environment to device plays
which helped children develop their skills in identifying quantity of things. During the
FGD, Bwile explained that one of the plays learnt and practiced was asking children to
fill a bottle with sand and pour each as a separate hip of sand. Describing on this play
,he said:
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Our teacher educator turned us into standard one pupils. Then, he
requested us to contest as fast as possible to fill the bottle with sand and
pour it in separate area each time we fill. Then, we counted the hips we
were able to pour. (Bwile, Teacher, FGD).
Another participant in this focus group discussion, Juliet, added that:

We learnt other games like those requiring children to arrange objects
in their groups. For example, we painted seeds like maize in different
colours, then requested pupils to arrange them according to colour.
(Juliet, Teacher, FGD).

The arrangement of content in the pupils‘ book reflects the idea on how pupils were
supposed to be supported to develop the concept of quantity. The first concept which
was introduced in the book was on recognizing quantity of various objects presented in
the pictures. The following picture taken from the pupils‘ book shows this strategy.

Figure 4. 4 A Picture Showing Development of the Concept of Quantity

Source: Taasisi ya Elimu (1983)

Link of Numerals and a Set of Items
Creating the link between the numeral and a set of items (items put in group) was the
next stage after children had a thorough understanding of the concept of quantity.
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Teachers and teacher educators explained that in the first stage (concept of quantity),
children were prepared to understand the concept of numbers in relation to quantities.
As a continuation, children had to be helped to link the previous idea with numerals.
Thus, it was informed that teachers were facilitated on skills to take children a further
step from the quantity stage to numeral.

The skills facilitated at this stage were almost the same as for the previous stage. When
asked to explain the difference between the two skills, teachers and teacher educators
admitted a close link between the two. However, at this stage teachers learnt how to
introduce numerals as related to groups (set) of items. Sharing his experience in this,
Ally explained that:

The two stages are very confusing. However, the main difference was
said to be the introduction of a numeral representing the items. After
counting the items like sticks, say five sticks, we had to write the
number 5 or show the number 5 from a number card. (Ally, Teacher).
In conjunction with the above explanation, Millanzi explained that:

There was a tool we prepared called abakasi. This was a counting tool
that each child was to use to facilitate grouping and counting the items.
(Millanzi, Teacher).
This tool called abakasi was prepared in different styles and shapes. The counting
objects were put on this tool, for example, sticks or visoda were put in groups or
coloured differently. It was argued that instruments like this were very helpful to
children to gain the concept of quantity and later in counting.

During the classroom observation, one of the observed classrooms showed how the
link between numerals and a set of items was developed to children. The teacher drew
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some figures on the chalkboard and requested children to volunteer to count.
Thereafter, the teacher wrote the number representing the number of those figures. The
following picture shows the use of this strategy:

Figure 4. 5 A Picture Showing Classroom Practice to Link between Numerals and
Set of Items

Source: Field work, (May, 2012)

The document evidence also indicated that the development of the link of numerals
and set of items took a similar approach. The mathematics pupils‘ book used the
drawings of available things in the surroundings of children like leaves, bottles, beans,
spoons and the like. The following picture shows part of text used to help pupils to
link numerals with a set of items:
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Figure 4. 6. A Picture Showing how to Link between Numerals and a Set of Items

Source: Taasisi ya Elimu (1983)

Writing Numbers
Writing a number was recognized as an advanced skill under basic numeracy skills.
This skill was introduced after children had acquired a sense of numbers and the
meaning they represent in their normal life. Like for the case of reading and writing, it
was revealed that writing numbers followed specific steps. Teachers and teacher
educators argued that first of all children need to practice how to write different
patterns of numbers. It was argued that each number had a pattern of writing, which if
children understand this pattern, it become easy for them to write a number.
Explaining on this aspect, Mary pointed out that:

Creativity was insisted to help children acquire skills in writing
numbers. Usually we were assigned activities to explore the
environment and come up with a pattern which can be used to help
teaching writing a number. For example, to practice writing number 2,
we used a pattern of a swimming duck. (Mary, Teacher)
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Moreover, before children could write a number, it was argued that they had to
practice muscle movements to facilitate the writing process. For that matter, teachers
had to learn activities which would help children have easy hand muscle movements.
Neri had this to say:

Each number has specific steps of writing. Teachers were taught how to
teach proper ways of writing these numbers. Normally, they
demonstrated how to write numbers on the air, then on the ground.
(Neri, Teacher Educator)

Apart from this, it was explained that in order to help children grasp the concept of
numbers and thus help them to write easily, teacher educators emphasized on
creativity. Teachers were requested to explore the available materials or objects in their
environment so that they could relate their shapes with the numbers. It was believed
that this strategy helped children to create the cue to remember the numbers. One
teacher educator explained that:

I remember we asked teachers to link the concept of numbers with
natural things in their environment. For example, the concept of number
2 was associated with a swimming duck. (Neri, Teacher Educator)

The steps in writing various numbers were evident in the pupils‘ book which was used
in facilitating the programme. In this book, teacher learnt among other things, how to
teach writing numbers, counting and developing the concept of numbers. This
supplemented what was said by the interviewees. The figure below shows an example
of steps in writing numbers 1 to 5.
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Figure 4. 7 A Picture Showing Steps in Writing Numbers 1 to5

Source: Taasisi ya Elimu (1983)

All in all, it was learnt from the gathered data that the integration of teaching aids with
teaching methods like demonstration, games and songs received much emphasis. This
strategy was considered to be helpful to make pupils grasp the concepts more easily.
For example, explaining on this, Ally noted that ―it is very easy for children to
recognize numbers when they are likened with concrete things they know because they
help them create some cues‖. Thus, creativity in the use of teaching aids was
encouraged in the programme.

Discussion
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The data presented above bring to our attention that numeracy is not a one piece but a
group of interrelated skills. Thus, before children are able to write numbers or
compute, they must be introduced to earlier pre-number skills. This sequential
development of numeracy skills is very important in helping children become
numerate.

It has been noted that the teaching of basic arithmetic skills is made easy when
teachers are creative in integrating the use of teaching aids with other methods of
teaching. Children seem to grasp the concept of numbers when teachers use concrete
materials to help them associate the concepts. According to Osana and Rayner (2010),
the child‘s world is full of opportunities to engage the child in numbers and quantities.
With this understanding, the learning environment like the classroom must be full of
activities which promote acquisition of basic numeracy skills.

From these findings, it shows that the programme supported teachers to address the
above aspect by engaging them in activities which required them to associate the
concepts of numbers with concrete things. As Neri explained, teachers were supported
to be creative to explore the environment to see their potentials which would help to
develop these skills. Hence, it can be argued that this programme, to some extent,
enabled teachers develop rich learning environment for arithmetic.

Developing the basic numeracy skills is not very easy. Thus, the findings that teachers
who participated in this programme were equipped with several methods like
demonstration, songs, games, creative use of teaching aids and the like, give us an
impression that the programme made effort and determined to improve teachers‘
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competences in teaching basic numeracy skills. However, a great deal should be done
to help teachers in lower classes demonstrate creativity in helping children.
Continuing professional development of lower class teachers would encourage
personal growth and creativity in dealing with young children.

Preparing and Using Teaching Aids
The current study revealed that preparation and use of teaching aids was one of the
skills that received great emphasis in the MTUU-3Rs programme. It was reported by
the primary school teachers and the teacher educators that the programme made effort
to enable teachers become creative in the preparation and use of various teaching aids.
It was informed that the emphasis was on improvising teaching aids from the locally
available materials like stones, natural plants, seeds and the like. This was
intentionally done so that teachers could see the potentiality of their environment and
removing the notion that teaching aids were expensive. Shujaa shared his experience
in this aspect. He said that:

We concentrated on helping teachers acquire good teaching methods for
children. Thus, we were very serious in helping them prepare teaching
aids using plants, stones, seeds. (Shujaa, Teacher Educator)

In support of the above statement, another teacher educator said:

The course participants had special programmes in the preparation of
teaching aids. They were taught how to prepare them using locally
available materials like disposed tins, local glue and banana leaves.
(Neri, Teacher Educator)

On the other hand, teachers were of the view that the skills in preparation and use of
teaching aids were given special attention. It was explained that not only did they
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prepare teaching aids but they were also required to show competence in their use.
Sharing his experience, Millanzi explained that:
We prepared a lot of teaching aids. Our teacher educators had no mercy
on any one who seemed to show negligence in preparing teaching aids.
Fortunately enough we were also given chances to practice the use of
these teaching aids for first learners. (Millanzi, Teacher)

Insisting on how important it was to teach the use of teaching aids, Millanzi argued
that you cannot teach the lower level pupils without using teaching aids because
―…children need to concretize the concepts before they can go to abstract‖. He further
said:

When you teach children to recognize numbers and counting, you
cannot start from nowhere. It is necessary that the teacher uses teaching
aids which will be used to explain the concept of the respective number
by seeing and touching. Thus, we were taught how to use teaching aids
to resemble them with the typeface of numbers or alphabets. For
example, this ―O‖ is like an egg‖, ―this is 2, it is like a duck‖ (Millanzi,
Teacher)

When the researcher visited Kitangali teachers college, he witnessed some of the
teaching aids prepared during the programme. The following picture shows one of the
teaching aids used to teach the concept of numbers:
Figure 4. 8 Improvised Teaching Aid for Numbers
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Source: Field work (February, 2012)
In the picture above, the concept of numbers is introduced to pupils by associating the
numbers with natural things. For example, we can see number 1 is associated with a
vertically positioned sugar cane; number 2 is likened with a duck that is swimming
and 5 is likened with an anchor of the ship.

Thus, the study found out that the MTUU-3Rs programme had exposed primary
school teachers to a variety of skills necessary to help children to acquire basic
reading, writing and arithmetic skills.

Discussion
It is interesting to find that this programme put emphasis on the preparation of teaching
aids. The ability to prepare and use teaching aids is one of the most important aspects
which teachers need to be competent with. It is a fundamental aspect for effective
teaching and learning process. This capacity building in preparing and using teaching
aids is indispensable among teachers of lower classes. This is because (as it was
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revealed in this study) small children learn better when they interact with learning aids
by imitating.

Ngorosho (2011) supports the above claim and maintains that children develop the
ability to read and write as a result of exposure to literacy facilities. This observation
tallies with Hughes (1986) study which revealed that even pre-scholars, when used
annotated tins to show how many bricks they contained, were able to represent small
quantities. It is interesting to find that teachers who participated in this programme
were pleased with the skills in preparing and using teaching aids they acquired during
this programme. This implies that the programme managed to improve their
knowledge and skills in this aspect.

The study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) affirms the superiority of CPDs in sharpening
the skills of teachers. From this study, we leant that there were clear differences in the
ability to prepare and use teaching aids among the CPD teachers and NQTs. The CPD
teachers were far better than the NQTs in the preparation and use of teaching aids from
locally available materials. This difference explains partly why in most primary
schools it was the experienced CPD teachers who were teaching in lower classes. The
reason here is clear as Moats (1999) puts it that teaching reading is a job of an expert
who has acquired special skills. From the data of the current study, it is clear that the
programme facilitated teachers to acquire these special skills especially in the
preparation of teaching aids. Hence, it is important that teachers are empowered to
acquire appropriate skills in order to be flexible and gain competence in teaching
especially 3Rs skills on regular basis through CPD programme.
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How to Use the Chalkboard
From the explanation of the respondents, it was suggested that one of the skills that
seemed to be insisted was the use of chalkboard. It was explained during interviews
that this skill was one of the most important skills taught and learnt. In his
explanations on how this skill was taught, Neri noted that:

We taught them how to use the chalkboard properly. This involved
helping them on how to divide the chalkboard in graphs and drawing
small and large horizontal lines. This helped teachers to write alphabets
and numbers in good handwriting. (Neri, Teacher Educator)

Yet another teacher educator elaborated this explanation saying that:

We taught teachers how to hold pieces of chalk, how to face the
chalkboard when writing so that they can write with good handwriting.
This made them have resembling and good handwriting. (Shujaa,
Teacher Educator)

Sharing her experience about the programme, Mary commented that the lesson on the
use of chalkboard was an interesting one. She explained that their teacher educators
put their effort to make sure that everybody was competent in the use of a chalkboard
as a resource in the teaching and learning process. She further said that:

They taught us the use and managing the chalkboard when writing. It
involved the principles on how to stand and face the chalkboard. We
were told to stand upright with a chalk held straight on the chalkboard.
(Mary, Teacher).

Another teacher commented that one of the things that were well facilitated was on
proper use of chalkboard to produce good hand writing. She showed her concern that
the lesson is not offered in the colleges currently. Thus in her opinion, she suggested
the lesson to be re-introduced. She explained that:
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It is regretting that the lesson on the use of chalkboard is not taught in
the colleges. This was one of the best lessons in this programme and
was a foundation for good handwriting. I suggest this lesson to be reintroduced (Mwijage, Teacher).

According to one teacher educator who facilitated this programme, the lessons on the
use of chalkboard intended to help teachers to write properly the alphabets and
numbers so that their pupils would learn from them.

We emphasized on the chalkboard use to help them produce
handwriting on the chalkboard. This was necessary because their pupils
would acquire easily the writing skills by imitating from them. As you
know learning by doing is the best way to help learners learn easily.
(Jongo, Teacher Educator).

A similar argument was given by Neri who saw that:

The ability to mould alphabets on the chalkboard was a necessary skill.
This is because children imitate the handwriting from their teachers.
This is a problem we have now that teachers do not know these skills.
(Neri, Teacher Educator)

Discussion
The chalkboard is one of the best companions to a teacher. The ability to use
chalkboard helps to facilitate the process of teaching and learning. This is especially to
teachers of lower classes. Therefore, the finding that this programme put much
emphasis on the proper use of this tool is impressive. As we have seen from the data
above, teachers and teacher educators were confident that the programme helped them
to use chalkboard properly. One thing that became apparent here was that teachers and
teacher educators were not happy about the on-going situation in which teachers in
schools do not have chalkboard use skills. There is no way that these teachers will
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acquire these skills other than engaging in in-set prograammes like that of MTUU3Rs.

One of the ways in which children in lower levels learn how to write is by imitating
how their teachers are writing. Thus, it is inevitable that teachers of lower classes
create a good foundation of handwriting by being good writers themselves. Ngorosho
(2011) maintains that children develop the ability to read and write as a result of
exposure to literacy facilities. When used properly, chalkboard is a powerful assistant
to enable children acquire reading and writing skills.

4.1.3 Methodology Issue in Facilitating MTUU-3Rs Programme
Part of what this study was designed was to speculate on the methods that were used
to facilitate the programme. It was said earlier in the literature that teachers who
attended this programme had benefited much as compared to their counterpart who did
not attend the programme. Along this thought, information was sought to meet this
objective. Based on the data that were collected, there were three sub-themes of data
falling under methodology: Methodology used in facilitation, opinion on effectiveness
of the methods and the application of skills acquired by primary school teachers.

Methodology Used in Facilitating MTUU-3Rs Programme
Primary school teachers and Teacher educators were requested to identify the methods
which were used in facilitation of the programme. It surfaced from the interviews and
focus group discussion that the programme applied a variety of teaching and learning
methods. The responses from both primary school teachers and teacher educators
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resulted into two major categories of methods used in this programme: Classroom
learning facilitation methods and single lesson teaching practice

Classroom Facilitation Methods
In this category, the main focus was on the methods which teacher educators used in
the classroom during their facilitation process. Primary school teachers and teacher
educators were asked to identify and explain the methods that were used in actual
classroom facilitation by teacher educators. They explained that there were different
methods applied although they were of the view that the programme was more
practical than theoretical. This is revealed by the statement given by Shujaa who
pointed out that:

this programme was practice oriented and not theoretical. (Shujaa,
Teacher Educator)

This view was also reflected during the focus group discussion. When asked to share
experiences on the methods used by their teacher educators in the programme,
Nyange in the FGD explained that:

I think our tutors used a mixture of methods of teaching. However,
most of the time we were made to do some activities on our own. We
were very busy playing outside and preparing teaching aids. (Nyange,
Teacher, FGD)

During the individual interviews, most respondents revealed that their teacher
educators used, for most of their facilitation, methods like demonstration, songs, plays,
dances, discussions, individual assignments and lecture methods. These were evident
in the following statements:
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They used songs, plays, questions, discussions and practical activities
where we were given tasks to practice the methods they had taught
(Mwijage, Teacher)
These practices were accompanied with the practices on how to face the
chalkboard (Mary, Teacher)
They used songs, practical activities and plays (Ally, Teacher)

Demonstration as one of the methods used in facilitation was used to show how a
certain activity, skill or teaching aid, among other things, was used or applied. From
the gathered data, it was revealed that teacher educators used demonstration as a
starting point before giving some activities to teachers. For example, it was informed
that teacher educators used this method to show how to prepare and use teaching aids
in the classroom. This was evident from the statement by one teacher educator:

Demonstration was used to show how to prepare teaching aids like fish
using banana leaves and glue from trees and how to use these teaching
aids in the classroom. (Jongo, Teacher Educator)

It was learnt from the discussion with the teachers and teacher educators that the
methods of teaching and learning for lower levels differ from those used in upper
levels. Therefore, efforts were made by the teacher educators to use methods which
would be directly applied by the programme participants to children. Revealing this,
according to Shujaa and Neri, the facilitation process used methods like songs, dances
and plays because they are relevant to small children. Contributing to the discussion
about the teaching and learning methods which were learnt, Kilasi in the FGD
explained that, ―…because children like playing, we were familiarized with different
kinds of plays that would make children like school and learn easily‖.
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Discussion
One can easily note from the data above that the MTUU-3Rs programme applied a
variety of teaching methods in facilitation. In general, we can see that the methods
used engaged programme participants into practical activities. The various activities
given, like practical activities to improvise teaching aids, boosted teachers‘ abilities,
critical thinking and creativity. Thus, against this background, it can be argued that
these methods provided the opportunity for participants to practice as Kilasi in FGD
above confirms.
One of the guiding principles of professional development of teachers is that the
content for the CPD should focus on what students are to learn and how to address the
different problems that students may have in learning the materials (Leu, 2004). In that
sense, it can be argued that by equipping teachers with various teaching methods and
strategies, this programme addressed key issues in teaching and provided teachers with
the necessary skills to help them become good teachers of lower classes.

It was interesting to find out that the methods used in facilitating the programme were
determined to help teachers apply them when they go back to their schools. For
example, it was argued that the use of methods like songs, stories, plays and games
intended to familiarize teachers with the actual practice. The argument advanced by
Shujaa and Neri provided the logic for the use of these methods, that is, being relevant
to the teaching of small children. This argument correlates with Neuman et al (2004)
who argued that children learn many things that help them to read and write through
symbols, pictures, print and play. Likewise, Seo and Grinsburg (2004) as cited in
Osana and Rayner (2010) argue that when children engage in plays, they interact with
mathematical and numerical ideas. This implies that the use of methods like plays,
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games, songs and the like expose learners to the rich learning environment. Thus, it is
patently clear that the use of these methods correlated with the end target group, that
is, children.

Single Lesson Teaching Practice (SLTP)
Primary school teachers and teacher educators in this category revealed that their
training process went together with teaching practice. They were pleased that the
opportunity given to programme participants to practice what they learnt in real
classroom environment provided them with good teaching experience for lower class
levels. It was admitted that through this teaching practice they were able to relate what
they learned in the classroom and the reality on the ground. The statements below
show how primary school teachers and teacher educators felt about teaching practice:

It was a good opportunity for us to learn practically how letters and
numbers are written and how to improvise teaching aids and apply
teaching methods we will use to teach children (Mary, Teacher)

Another interviewee argued that:

Apart from classroom lessons, I remember we were sent to SLTP4
where we learnt practically how to teach lower classes. It helped us to
acquire skills by sharing experiences with experienced teachers (Ally,
Teacher)
The last interviewee stated that:

SLTP helped me to practice various teaching methods. For example, it
helped me to gain experience on how to write different letters in type4

SLTP (Single lesson teaching practice) is a practical training for teachers in which a trainee is given a
period to teach for practice and bring feedback.
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face style. The teacher I met assisted me very much to correct errors I
made in the teaching process (Mwijage, Teacher)

One teacher educator emphasized that teaching practices were conducted in order to
complement the lessons that programme participants learned in the classrooms. On the
other hand, it was an opportunity to explore challenges and find immediate solutions.
He had this to say:

I used to send them to the nearby primary school owned by the college
for live teaching practice. I then requested them to provide a report on
what they experienced during their teaching practice. I used this report
to start discussions in order to improve techniques and styles of
teaching 3Rs (Shujaa, Teacher Educator)

This remark seemed to stress further the view that the programme was practically
facilitated.

Discussion
The emphasis put in this programme on practicing what programme members had
learnt in the classroom provided an opportunity to link between theory and practice.
Principally, a CPD for teachers must be a programme that gives an opportunity for
participants to learn new professional development classroom practices (Harwell,
2003). It has been learnt that not only did these teachers teach in schools, but also they
had to give feedback on what transpired during teaching. It is felt that the discussions
conducted as a result of the reports provided helped these teachers improve their
teaching process.
According to Ally and Mwijage, this practice was very helpful for them to gain
experience by sharing experiences with experienced teachers they met. It is interesting
to find that practicing teachers were attached to experienced teachers. This element is
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important in helping practicing teachers reflect on their practice. Thus, it can be
argued that this was one of the strengths of this programme. Through this teaching
practice, the programme helped participants to link between theories and actual
practice; adopt the use of teaching materials and methods of teaching and thus
internalized the knowledge and skills learnt. As Lessing and Witt (2007) maintain, it is
essential for teachers to be guided to develop their own ideas and experiment with
them in order to determine their success. Hopefully through single lesson teaching
practice, the teachers were exposed to actual teaching and learning environment for
lower classes.

Effectiveness of the Methods Used in Facilitation
In order to establish how effective the methods were (those which were used in
helping participants in the programme acquire appropriate skills in teaching 3Rs),
interviews and focus group discussions were conducted.

Consistently, both primary school teachers and teacher educators indicated in their
contributions that the methods used in this programme were very helpful. They
showed an appreciation in the way the skills were delivered to them in a manner that
made them competent. More specifically, it was commented that opportunities given
to the teachers to practice the use of teaching aids and methods of teaching added to
their experience of teaching lower classes. Moreover, it was explained by some
respondents that those methods had helped them recognize learners who needed
special attention. They were proud that during their time pupils had good handwriting.
One participant in FGD gave her experience which showed the changes she had
gained after the training. She said:
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Frankly speaking, the methods had exposed me to a new experience.
Although I was previously teaching in lower classes, I noticed some
differences. These methods helped me to recognize that there were
different stages for children to read. (Bwile, Teacher, FGD)

This view showed that although during the pre-service training these teachers had
learnt various methods, there were still some gaps. The comments provided by one
teacher during the interview clearly supported this argument when he said:
Basically, these methods complemented our knowledge on how to work
with children. Children understood us very easily. I remember how
lovely my first class was. The use of methods we learnt helped us to
reduce the problem of reading and writing. (Ally, Teacher)

The testimonies given by the teachers reflected how satisfied these teachers were in
the way they were prepared. For example, during his contribution, Millanzi remarked
that:

In fact those methods shaped us well. After coming back from the
training, my colleagues appreciated my work. I was enabled on how to
deal with and help children. I am glad that my good fruits are still
shining everywhere. (Millanzi, Teacher)

While providing his opinion on how he felt about the effectiveness of those methods
used in facilitation, one teacher educator showed a great concern as to why this
programme ceased. According to him, because the methods used were more practical
and activity oriented, they prepared good teachers of 3Rs. In his remarks, he said:

I, myself, have been astonished as to why this programme was phased
out. Although we prepare grade IIIA teachers but to a great extent
special skills are needed to teach pupils at class I and II levels. In fact,
these methods prepared them to become good teachers of 3Rs. (Neri,
Teacher Educator)

Showing how effective the methods were, he added on saying:
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There was a time when people had faith on some teachers. People were
telling each other that if teacher D teaches you to read and write, if you
cannot do so you will never again. This shows that these teachers were
well prepared. (Neri, Teacher Educator)

Discussion
Basing on the comments provided during the study by the participants, it gave an
impression that the methods used in facilitating MTUU-3Rs programme were
effective. The opinions were indicating that programme participants were pleased with
the methods used to facilitate 3Rs programme. For example, the concern given about
phasing out the programme (cf. Neri above) gives a strong message that this
programme was potential. It has been pointed out that although teacher colleges
prepare Grade IIIA teachers (teachers responsible for primary and pre-primary
school), the concern is that special skills are required. This implies that the skills are
not aptly facilitated to the Grade IIIA student teachers. This concern tallies with that
given by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) that newly qualified teachers (NQT) are ill-prepared
to teach pre-reading and pre-numerate skills.

As in-service teachers, the programme participants had teaching experience in
different classes. However the methods used to facilitate the programme seemed to
help them to notice the gaps they had. For example, the comment provided by Ally
clearly explains the impact of the process: ―…basically, these methods complemented
our knowledge on how to work with children‖. It can be rephrased that the methods
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empowered teachers to cope with little children in the classroom by refining their
methods and adopting the new methods to their school context.

Application of Skills Acquired by Primary School Teachers
The issue of application of skills acquired during the training process was at the heart
of this study. It was conceptually thought that positive impacts of 3Rs as a continuing
professional development would spread once those who participated go back to
schools to teach and create support systems. The analysis of the statements from
respondents resulted into major categories that explained the way 3Rs skills are
applied: Direct classroom teaching and cascading skills through CPD programme.

Direct Classroom Teaching
In this category, the focus is on how teachers apply these skills in the classroom
currently. In order to see how teachers apply the skills in the classroom, four
classroom observations were organized. These observations intended to see how the
3Rs skills were developed by observing the teacher-pupil use of teaching facilities,
teacher-pupil interaction in the teaching and learning process and the teaching and
learning methods used by the teacher.

The researcher observed the prior preparations of the teachers and analyzed them. It
was revealed that teachers had the basic knowledge of the subjects and the overall
process of teaching lower level classes. For example, the way these teachers
developed their lesson objectives reflected how they perceived their pupils as lower
level learners. Although there were noticeable difference among the four teachers in
the way they described the interactional process between them and the pupils, they all
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reflected participative interaction. For example, the lesson plan for observation 1
which was for arithmetic had the following descriptions:

Table 4. 1 Sample Lesson Plan Showing Teacher-Pupil Activities
Teacher activities

Pupils activities

To introduce a song

To sing the song

To lead the pupils to add numbers using

To participate in counting stick to get

sticks (2+2)

the answer

To give an exercise on addition and assist

To add the numbers using sticks

the pupils

Source: Field work (February, 2012)

The general observation of the lesson plans showed that teachers used activities like
singing, counting, imitating, mentioning, demonstrating and the like.

However, in the actual practice, the teacher-student activities and interactions were
more engaging than what teachers had previously planned. For example, during the
observation for arithmetic class, Observation 2, the lesson was introduced by singing a
song followed by asking questions to review the previous lesson. Then, the teacher
wrote the numbers to be added on the chalkboard (9+7=?) and asked pupils to give the
answer. Pupils used their counting tools (sticks) to try to do the addition. The teacher
encouraged the pupils to use these tools because she believed that without using these
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tools pupils could not operate easily. Thus, from time to time she demonstrated on
how to use the sticks in counting. Pupils responded by taking their tools and imitate
how to use them and ask assistance from their teacher. The teacher moved from one
point to another to give assistance and mark the exercise provided towards the end of
the lesson.

In this observation, it was noticed that the teacher provided opportunity to answer
questions evenly although occasionally same pupils were the first to finish the
activities given and so dominated the class. The teacher encouraged other pupils to
answer by pointing them to try.

Observations 3 and 4 were for reading. Both teachers introduced their lessons by
singing a song. Unfortunately the song for observation 3 had no relevance to
promoting the reading skills although observation one song intended to encourage
love for school (asiyependa shule ni mjinga kabisa-meaning he who dislikes school is
a fool). The teacher for observation 3 used cards of syllable to help learners recognize
the syllables in the cards. She used the cards to design a play while reading the
syllables loudly. The pupils were asked to imitate the sound while others picked the
cards with that sound and showed it to others.

On the other hand, the teacher in observation 4 used cards with various alphabets to
help pupils grasp the concept of syllables. He asked pupils to volunteer to pick the
cards in pairs and requested them to pronounce how each letter was pronounced
individually. He wrote the syllables (be, bu, ba, cha) on the chalkboard and read
loudly. Like for observation 3, this teacher asked the pupils to imitate the sound while
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reading loudly. The song ―babu tunampenda amebeba chai‖ –meaning ―we love our
grandfather, he has brought tea‖ was sung to wind up the lesson.

Thus, it surfaced in the classroom observations that all teachers observed attempted to
involve pupils in the learning process. They tried to use teaching aids as a means of
helping pupils understand the concepts. The use of songs seemed to favour their
teaching process although sometimes the songs had no direct relation to the lesson. It
was found that these teachers had good skills to interact with the pupils and controlled
their emotions not to disturb children from the learning process.

Discussion
A message voiced here is that although there is no regular in-service training
specifically for teaching pre-reading and pre-numerate skills, the impact of the formal
3Rs programme is still strong among those who attended the programme. The lessons
observed reflected that teachers could apply the knowledge and skills acquired during
the programme. Most teachers tried their best to use the principles governing the
teaching of beginners of reading, writing and arithmetic as were revealed during
interviews and focus group discussion. This was evident with their ability to integrate
methods of teaching with a variety of teaching aids. As it was observed by
Bhalalusesa et al (2011), most of these teachers used songs to introduce their lessons
and motivate children. Although in some cases the songs were not relevant to the
lessons, it can be argued that the MTUU-3Rs programme has left a positive legacy.
The teachers were able to develop the concepts using teaching aids like cards of
letters, sticks and other counting tools. Thus, the way these teachers interacted with
children and helped them reflected the application of the skills acquired in the 3Rs
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programme. In order to sustain these positive impacts, measures have to be taken
internally to support each other.

Cascading the Knowledge from the CPD Programme
This category concerned with how teachers, who participated in the programme, help
others to acquire the knowledge. The study revealed that for the time being, very few
teachers who participated in the programme engage in cascading the knowledge
acquired to their colleagues. There were several reasons brought forward by teachers
explaining why they do not share their knowledge with other teachers. For example
Mary remarked that:

We feel the urge to share the knowledge we have. However, the
teachers of nowadays are hard to be supported. They think they know
much. In the past, we had a tendency of helping each other in which a
teacher who passed through 3Rs course helped others get skills in
teaching 3Rs. (Mary, Teacher)

However, there were good efforts reported by some of these primary school teachers
to cascade the skills. There were cases in which some teachers reported to have
participated in facilitating in-house training and workshops at a local level. For
example, Ally and Mary explained that sometimes they supported their colleagues and
occasionally they had opportunity to facilitate in workshops organized by the district.

In recent years I have not taught in these lower classes. However, when
I get opportunity I help those teachers who teach in these lower classes
(Mary, Teacher).
I have been used as a facilitator in in-door training although not
organized as workshops or seminars. I help teachers faced with
problems when they need my help (Mwijage, Teacher).
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Apart from direct teaching in the classroom, sometimes I am invited to
facilitate training programmes organized by the district. I also give
support to my fellow teachers in my school (Ally, Teacher).

Discussion
From the quotations above, there are a number of issues that arise. The first issue is
that the knowledge on 3Rs skills is minimally used by those who participated in the
programme. Although it has been pointed out that some of these teachers had some
opportunity to facilitate at local levels, the magnitude is very little to cause positive
impact. Therefore, in order for the CPD to be sustainable, the principle of multiplier
effect must be applied through continuous training of other teachers. Bredeson (2003),
Muijs et al (2004) as cited in Lessing and Witt (2007) & Lau (2004) agree with this
arguing that a CPD should be a continuous learning process, contributing to the
general improvement of education and thus it will continue successfully.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for 3Rs programme.

Since 3Rs teaching skills have not been disseminated well currently, it is not
surprising to find that the NQT teachers possess little skills in teaching pre-reading
and pre-numerate skills. Unfortunately, as it can be observed from the characteristics
of research participants, the majority of those who participated in the programme are
aged. This implies that without intentional efforts to revive the programme, the little
elements that are available now will finally disappear.

4.2 Successes and Challenges of the MTUU-3Rs Programme
For the purpose of checking how successful the programme was and the challenges
encountered, teacher educators and primary school teachers were requested to give
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their views on the successes and the challenges faced during the programme. The
findings for this section are presented in two categories which are: - successes of 3Rs
programme and challenges of 3Rs programme.

4.2.1 Successes of MTUU-3Rs Programme
Within this area, teachers and teacher educators were requested to reflect on the
programme and provide the opinions on what they considered to be the successes of
the programme. The discussion was open for them to provide their views and
comments as they experienced the programme. The participants were pleased that this
programme had several aspects which they thought were strong and contributed to its
success. The successes were identified in four areas, that is, Preparing and using
teaching aids, Blackboard work, Skills on identifying children and caring attitude and
Creativity in improvising and using methods of teaching.

Preparing and Using Teaching Aids
In this aspect, teachers and teacher educators viewed that the programme helped
teachers acquire creativity in preparing teaching aids and skills on how to use them.
Thus, they were confident that this programme prepared well teachers in this aspect.
This can be seen in the following statements by teachers and teacher educators:

It enabled us become creative in preparing and using teaching aids
(Millanzi, teacher).
We enjoyed improvising teaching aids (Nyange, teacher, FGD).

I think it is credited in the emphasis on the preparation and use of
teaching aids (Ally, teacher).
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It emphasized the preparation of teaching aids and learning by doing
(Mary, teacher).

The foregoing statements are suggesting that this programme made effort to facilitate
and provide skills in the preparation of teaching aids. Due to the importance of this
skill in the teaching process, they were suggesting that this skill is to be emphasized in
teacher training programmes.

Blackboard Work
Another strength which was identified by teachers and teacher educators was
associated with the skills in using blackboard. They saw that this skill was treated well
and so teachers who attended this programme had good skills in using the blackboard.
One teacher showed her concern

I feel unhappy that the lesson on good handwriting is no longer taught.
This lesson should be re-introduced. It was a foundation of all things
(Mwijage, teacher)
Similarly, one teacher educator explained that:

Skills on how to use chalkboard and proper writing of letter on it were
treated well in the programme. I think this is one of the strength of the
programme (Neri, teacher educator)
In general, teachers and teacher educators saw that skills in using blackboard were
facilitated well and were emphasized as important skills to help children acquire 3Rs
skills.

Skills on Identifying Children’s needs and Caring Attitude
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It came out of the discussions with the focus group and interview that this programme
was credited for producing teachers who were caring to children. It was argued that
apart from the normal training of teachers in 3Rs skills, the programme 5 shaped them
as parents and gave them the ability to identify children. Voicing on this issue, Kilasi
explained that:

The course made us reborn in methodology and behavior…It helped us
understand children and their environment. You will not find a teacher
who has passed through this course holding a stick or becoming furious
to children. (Kilasi, teacher, FGD)

This point of view was also mentioned by another teacher when she said:

The programme emphasized love and care for children. We were taught
how to understand a child and the environment he or she came from
(Mary, Teacher)

From the above statements, it is plausible to argue that the programme incorporated
one of the key aspects for teachers of lower levels, that is, the affective behavior as one
of the roles of the teacher.

Creativity in Improvising and Using Methods of Teaching
In this aspect, it was pointed out that the programme helped teachers be creative in
improvising methods of teaching and how to use them. Apart from learning the known
methods of teaching, teachers and teacher educators worked together to improve them
and come up with workable methods according to their environments. It was also

5

The term programme and course are sometimes used interchangeably to mean ―a programme of study
or training‖
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explained that this programme brought new methods of teaching specifically for lower
level pupils. Sharing his opinion in this aspect, one teacher educator said:

I think one of the successes of the programme is that it prepared
creative teachers in improvising various methods of teaching. For
example, teachers composed many songs to be used in their teaching
process (Neri, Teacher Educator)

One teacher argued that although as teachers had learnt many methods of teaching
during their pre-service courses, they did not go deep as they did in MTUU-3Rs
programme. According to him, the programme exposed them to strategies of dealing
with children which were not treated well during the pre-service course. He remarked
that:

The programme taught us many techniques of dealing with children
involving actions. First learners acquire knowledge easily through their
sensory organs. Although we learnt some of these things in pre-service,
they were not emphasized as it was in this programme (Millanzi,
teacher)

Teachers and teacher educators in this aspect seemed to be satisfied with the
preparation of teachers in using methods of teaching. The emphasis was put on
creativity in improvising methods of teaching and how to use them.

Discussion
The data as presented above reflect that MTUU-3Rs programme adhered to some
principles of professional development of teachers. It is recommended elsewhere that
professional development should primarily be built into the day-to-day work of
teaching (Leu, 2004). This statement correlates with Resnick‘s (2005) belief that
teachers are more likely to change when the professional development is directly
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linked to the program they are teaching. Thus, the finding that the programme is
credited for its success in facilitating teachers in the preparation and use of teaching,
use of chalkboard, application of teaching methods and caring attitude to children
shows that the key issues were addressed in the programme. Among other things, the
preparation process of teachers (pre-service training) is blamed for concentrating more
on theories than practice (Bhalalusesa, et al, 2011). It is believed basing on these
findings that 3Rs programme managed to empower teachers practically in addressing
these issues.
The study by Bahalalusesa et al (2011) found that there was a clear difference in
practice, that is, ability to prepare and use teaching aids and pedagogically between the
NQTs and CPD teachers. This difference may have its explanation on the additional
skills acquired by CPD teachers in CPD programme. CPD teachers were far better than
NQTs partly due to new skills acquired in CPD programme. As it was conceptually
assumed in the conceptual framework, teachers enter into the CPD with their mental
models (prior knowledge) which they want to be developed. Therefore, the teachers
who engaged in the programme (as their statements have indicated) got the necessary
support in order to acquire relevant skills applicable in their teaching work.

4.2.2 Challenges of MTUU-3Rs Programme
It was explained by the teachers and teacher educators that the programme had some
challenges despite its successes. It was argued that overall, the programme was run
well. However, in their opinion some issues reduced the efficiency of MTUU-3Rs as
continuing professional development programme. There were mixed views on what
participants thought to be the challenges of this programme. During the focus group
discussion, for example, Zawadi pointed out that the criteria for selecting primary
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school teachers who would participate in the programme was a problem. According to
him, those who were selected were regarded as ignorant or rather with low education.
In support of this argument, during the FGD, Kilasi joined the discussion and
remarked that:

On my side, for example, I did not apply to attend this programme. The
head teacher forced me to go because he did not want me to go to
another course I applied for. After all, the programme as my fellow said
was regarded as fit for grade C and B teachers while I was grade IIIA
by then. (Kilasi, Teacher, FGD)
In addition, during the interview sessions, the issue of bad interpretation of the
pragramme became open and showed its impact on the programme. There was a
concern that primary school teachers did not take this programme very well. Some of
the teachers were not willing to attend the programme because it was associated with
failure, women or ignorant. Showing his concern about the bad concept that people
had about the programme, Neri, who was one of the facilitators, complained that:

The misconceptions that teachers had that those who participated in this
programme were failures or for women de-motivated and reduced the
spirit of studying during the programme. The selection did not take into
consideration the readiness of programme members. We had hard time
sometimes to counsel them. (Neri, Teacher Educator).

Sharing his experience on this issue, Millanzi explained that some teachers conceived
attending the programme as the time to rest. Thus, because this programme was very
engaging, some teachers, especially young teachers felt that they were mistreated. This
was due to the fact that the programme employed methods like singing, drama, plays
in which sometimes they had to play with sand on the ground. This experience resulted
into the feeling that the course was childish.
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The study also revealed that the lack of specific qualification and skills among the
facilitators was to some extent a weakness of the programme. It was found that the
teacher educators who facilitated the programme had only attended short courses,
workshops and seminars. One teacher educator had an advantage of special training in
art works which helped him to be creative in improvisation of teaching aids. He was
considered the treasure in this specific area. In his explanation about this challenge,
Neri said:

There was to be good preparation of teacher educators especially those
who would participate in teaching the use of teaching aids. We had only
one teacher educator who had these skills. Had it happened that he was
not available, it would have been a big blow. Sometimes we prayed that
he should not get sick. (Neri, Teacher Educator).

In any case, thorough preparation of manpower like the teacher educators is to receive
high priority if success is to be achieved.

Discussion
It is unfortunate that the data indicate that at some point the programme faced some
challenges despite its strengths. Lack of clear explanations on the programme
objectives and their benefit at individual level, could be associated with the lack of
motivation and misconception associated with the programme. Komba and Nkumbi
(2008) assert that the teacher is responsible for being proactive in seeking for
opportunities for his or her own professional development. From the data, it gives an
impression that in some cases teachers were just forced to attend this programme. It is
not surprising to find that teachers were not willing to attend because probably they
could not see the value. Hence, as suggested by some scholars, a professional
development programme must first seek to address specific needs of teachers
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(Bredeson, 2003; Muijs, Day, Harris & Lindsay, 2004 as cited in Lessing & Witt,
2007).

Thus, it was necessary for programme planner to create awareness of the benefits of
attending the programme. Once these teachers see the value they would be eager to
attain the new knowledge, skills, attitude, values and dispositions (Komba & Nkumbi,
2008). Therefore, practically it was not healthy to use administrative powers to force
people to attend this programme without their consent.
On the other hand, the finding that teacher educators had inadequate training does not
sound well. It was reported that the facilitators in this course had no specific training
except for short courses. As facilitators, it was expected that they would have been
prepared thoroughly instead of just attending short courses or depending on
experiences. This experience was also reported by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) in which
trainers in various CPDs included experienced tutors from teachers colleges and some
experienced long-serviced primary school teachers. Although it may sound that by
―being experienced‖ these teacher educators would have served the purpose, however
specific training was to be arranged to these facilitators. Under this condition, it can be
argued that the expected standard of training might have been reduced.

4.3 Teacher Educators’ and Primary School Teachers’ Perceptions of MTUU-3Rs
as a CPD
Having discussed and shared experiences about MTUU-3Rs programme basing on
content, methodology, scope, successes and challenges, the primary school teachers
and teacher educators were asked to provide their perception of the programme. The
focus of the discussion was on effectiveness of the programme as a professional
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development of primary school teachers. The analysis of the comments from both
teachers and teacher educators resulted into two categories: Satisfactoriness of the
programme, Future possibility of application of 3Rs teaching skills and suggestions for
future programme

Adequacy of the Programme
The primary school teachers and teacher educators were pleased that this programme
had benefited them to grow professionally. They insisted that this programme had
helped to sharpen teachers‘ skills to teach 3Rs skills and deal with children. The
statement by Ally reflected this:

3Rs prepared experts for lower level classes. Those who participated in
this training were easily identified. For example, they showed their
differences in their preparation for teaching, the preparation of teaching
aids and how they helped children. Some head teachers until now
continue to request for these teachers for their schools because the 3Rs
teachers do not lose confidence in teaching. (Ally, Teacher).

Moreover, the programme was described as one of those programmes which had
brought positive outcomes in education in Tanzania. The experiences shared by the
participants in the focus group discussion showed how powerful this programme was
in reducing illiteracy and innumeracy problem among children. Bwile contributing to
the FGD had this say:

In my opinion I see this programme as an effective one. If you can
remember, you will notice that the problem of illiteracy and innumeracy
occurred during the 2000s. This was a period in which the training for
3Rs was offered. This indicates that teachers lacked a dose on teaching
3Rs skills. (Bwile, Teacher, FGD).
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Under these circumstances where the literacy and numeracy rates have been
experienced to drop among children, the teachers and teacher educators saw that
immediate measures are to be taken to re-store the programme of 3Rs to rescue the
situation. It was remarked that:

―…at present, teachers are just teaching, you cannot start with a whole
word when you teach reading. Teachers must be taught the stages which
a child will take to be able to read until he is able to construct words for
himself‖ (Mary, Teacher).

This remark reflected the gap that teachers were feeling in the skills to teach children
at lower levels. Both teachers and teacher educators were not happy about the
situation they experienced in schools. The statement by one teacher reflected the need
to reverse to the 3Rs system:

It is the only effective way of rescuing standard one pupils. Ever since
the 3Rs programme was stopped, we are now experiencing a large
number of pupils completing standard seven with 3Rs skills problem.
(Millanzi, Teacher).
Adding to his comment, he explained that the reason for this experienced situation is
that:
Teachers do not have enough experience in dealing with students who
are under the age of 8 years. Therefore, in my opinion, it is now a time
for the government to wake up and take strong measures which will
make the programme to operate. (Millanzi, Teacher).

Discussion
Overall, the results show that primary school teachers and teacher educators seem to be
pleased by the MTUU-3Rs programme as the majority had positive perception about
it. Most of them considered this programme as a means that provided them with new
skills, knowledge and developed efficiency in teaching to the extent that they felt the
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necessity of the programme to be revived. For example, the statement by Millanzi
gives a strong message:

It is the only effective way of rescuing standard I pupils. Ever since the
3Rs programme was stopped, we are now experiencing a large number
of pupils completing standard seven with 3Rs skills problem. (Millanzi,
Teacher).

This statement shows how these participants had faith in the programme as a means of
helping children to acquire pre-reading and pre-numerate skills. A similar faith was
shown by one participant in the study by Bhalalusesa et al (2011) who recommended
that all teachers must be taught 3Rs believing that teachers ―…would come back here
very well prepared‖. This is a strong faith which indicates that the programme was
very potential to both teachers and the pupils, needs to receive a hand of support. It
seems that the programme was cost effective in terms of the time and sacrifice that
these teachers made in the programme.

Obstacles to Effective Teaching of 3Rs
While it seemed that the programme was perceived as a strong and effective one,
teachers seemed to doubt its application in schools. Teachers had the opinion that,
although the programme prepared good teachers, the current situation (teaching
context) in primary schools reduces the effective application of teaching the skills.
Teachers are unhappy about the overcrowded classes in lower levels. They expressed
the pressure they face when teaching these classes:

The classes nowadays are overcrowded. A teacher in lower classes has
to pass through each pupil. In our context, it is difficult for a teacher to
use all the methods…they will meet you dead (Mary, Teacher)
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Some primary school teachers explained that it is difficult to apply the skills because
the curriculum for standard I and II is overcrowded with subjects. They argued that in
the past the application of these skills was effective because the focus was on three
subjects only, that is, writing, reading and arithmetic. In their view, this enabled
teachers to concentrate on key issues and caring pupils. The following statements show
the feeling of the primary school teachers:

In fact, the effective application of these skills is reduced by a large
number of subjects because teachers fail to concentrate on helping
pupils on reading, writing and arithmetic (Mary, Teacher)
These methods cannot be used effectively like in the past because there
are many subjects now as compared to the past (Ally, Teacher)
I think the introduction of other subjects like TEHAMA has increased
the burden to teachers and pupils. In the past, the concentration was
only on reading, writing and arithmetic. I cannot apply these methods as
I used because even the syllabus has changed a lot. (Mwijage, Teacher)

These statements suggest that for effective application of the 3Rs teaching and learning
skills, the number of subjects in standard I and II have to be reduced. This will help to
reduce the teaching load for teachers thereby enabling them focus their attention on
reading, writing and arithmetic.

Discussion
Primary school teachers have brought forward the fear on the applicability of the
knowledge and skills. The reasons for the fear are clear: the teaching context hinders
the effective application of the skills in the teaching process. The large number of
pupils in one class reduces the ability of teachers to manage the class and teach
effectively. Indeed, without proper arrangement to help these teachers find a way to
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manage large classes, the application of these skills can be difficult. This finding
suggests the need for continuous in-service training programme to support these
teachers acquire appropriate skills in dealing with the challenges they meet in these
classes.

Suggestions on Future Programmes
This part concerned with the views of teachers and teacher educators on what should
be considered in the future programmes. Teachers and teacher educators were
requested to provide their suggestions which would improve the provision of inservice training. It was commented that the success in any future programme relies on
minimization of the challenges and weaknesses which faced this programme. They
stressed that in-set programmes must consider, among other things, the quality of those
responsible for facilitation. This was assumed to be one of the factors which will
increase the quality of the programme. One teacher educator provided this comment:

There must be thorough preparation of teacher educators before the
programme is put into action. As I said, for example, in this programme
there was only one teacher educator who had these skills. (Neri,
Teacher Educator).

Another suggestion based on how to select the course participants. As it was revealed
under the challenges, the teachers were not happy about the procedure used to select
those who participated in the programme. In their view, in some cases the programme
organizers did not consider individual motive to attend the course. This had adverse
effects on the participation among teachers. This is seen in the statement by one
teacher:
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In fact in this programme there was no readiness to attend. We were just
chosen to attend. Future programmes should allow freedom to choose to
attend or not. (Mary, Teacher)

A similar concern was given by Ally who argued that this programme did not consider
economic situations. According to him, because the programme involved the
preparation of teaching aids, it was difficult for some of the programme participants to
afford the cost at an individual level. Thus, it was suggested that when such
programmes are organized, arrangements should be done to subsidize the cost. He
argued that:

It was not fair that in this programme we had to take responsibility of
buying some materials for preparing teaching aids. I think the
participants should be considered in things like these. This will
motivate teachers to attend the programmes. (Ally, teacher).

Discussion
The suggestions brought forward by the teachers and teacher educators about what the
future CPD programme should consider are vital. A continuing professional
development should primarily influence the practice of those who attend the
programme. It is obvious then that the personnel responsible to facilitate the skills and
knowledge must be more conversant with the subject matter. Scholars recommend that
a professional development must be supported by coaching or mentoring from
experienced colleagues, either from within the school or from outside (Training and
Development Agency, 2008). It needs not to say that if the teacher educators providing
this knowledge are down, the quality of the education becomes down too.
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Indeed, proper arrangements on provision of CPD are to be made before the
programme starts. This should include clear explanation of the course objectives and
the benefits that participants will get by attending. We have seen that in this
programme teachers complained that in some cases there was no freedom of choice to
attend. This demoralized teachers from attending the programme. According to
Training and Development Agency (2008), a CPD should be planned with clear vision
of the effective or improved practice being sought. To achieve this, future programmes
should consider issues of motivation and readiness to attend among teachers.

4.4 General Discussion of the Findings
This study aimed at investigating and recording the information on MTUU-3Rs on
how it prepared primary school teachers to teach 3Rs. The focus of the study was on
the key characteristics of the programme, that is, the content, methodology, scope,
successes and challenges of the programme.

The study found that the programme focused and concentrated on helping Primary
school teachers acquire competence in 3Rs content and methods of teaching literacy
and numeracy skills to children of lower classes. Moreover, it was characterized by
hands-on activities and practices in facilitation process. These findings suggest that the
programme addressed a key function of the teachers, that is, the teaching process.
Participants were pleased with the programme as a tool that improved the competence
of teachers. This correlates with Leu, (2004) who views that a professional
development be built into the day-to-day work of teaching and the content should
focus on what students are to learn and how to address them.
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In addition to that, it has been found that the programme was successful in facilitating
teachers with skills and knowledge on how to prepare and use teaching aids, the use of
chalkboard, equipping teachers with skills on understanding children and caring
attitude and creativity in using methods of teaching. These are key issues in the
teaching profession which every teacher must be competent with especially for
teachers of 3Rs. This correlates with the Training and Development Agency‘s (2008)
standing point that a CPD must provide people (teachers) with the necessary
experiences, expertise and skills.

Apart from the successes of the programme, the study disclosed that the programme
was faced with several challenges including those associated with misconception about
the programme among teachers, lack of motivation and inadequate capacity building of
the teacher educators. In the view of this finding, it is suggested that a CPD must be
planned and be understood to stakeholders beforehand for it to be successful. This is
supported by Less and Witt (2007) who claim that clarity of the aims of the
programme is an essential condition for it to be successful.

From a theoretical and conceptual point of view, these findings indicate that the
programme managed to improve the competence of teachers by engaging them in
MTUU-3Rs programme. It was conceptually assumed that if the CPD programme
involved teachers in active interaction with learning environment, that is, interacting
with tools like books, social interaction with colleagues and experts, the learning
facilitation process would successful.
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The analysis of data has shown that the programme provided opportunities for the
teachers to interact with the learning environment and practice the acquired knowledge
and skills. Also, from the findings, it is evident that the learning process was situated
in the social learning environment and tools that teachers interacted with. The
opportunity given to teachers to practice the skills and knowledge gained enabled them
to imitate relevant behavior and thus act according to the expected learning outcomes.

CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.0 Introduction
After having presented the findings and discussed them in chapter 4, this chapter gives
the general summary of the study and the summary of the major findings and their
implications. Together with this summary, this chapter provides the recommendations
related to the findings and recommendations for further study. General conclusions are
drawn at the end of this chapter.

5.1 Summary of the Study
5.1.1 General Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate how MTUU-3Rs in-service training
prepared primary school teachers to teach literacy and numeracy skills in lower
primary school classes. The study was guided by three research objectives:1. To explore the key characteristics of MTUU-3Rs programme (Content,
methodology and scope)
2. To find out the successes and challenges of MTUU-3Rs programme.
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3. To investigate teacher educators‘ and primary school teachers‘ perception of
the effectiveness of ‗MTUU-3Rs‘ CPD in preparing teachers to teach literacy
and numeracy skills.

The study employed a case study and sample being drawn from teacher educators and
primary school teachers. There were two sampling techniques used in this study to
draw the sample for study, that is, purposive sampling and snowball sampling
techniques. About 16 participants were involved in this study: 3 teacher educators and
13 primary school teachers who participated in the MTUU-3Rs programme. The data
were collected using interview, focus group discussion, observation and documentary
review methods. The data collected were subjected to qualitative techniques of data
analysis. The discussion of findings based on categories obtained during the data
analysis process.

The literature was organized into several sections: the theoretical framework, literacy
skills, numeracy skills, teacher education in Tanzania, preparing teachers to develop
literacy and numeracy skills, importance of continuing professional development to
literacy and numeracy teachers, teaching and learning strategies for professional
development of teachers under which teaching and learning strategies to develop basic
reading, writing and numeracy skills fall as sub-suctions. This is followed by the
section on literacy and numeracy skills in Tanzanian primary schools and professional
development.

Some of the issues which were exposed in the literature include the aspect of strategies
that teachers are advised to use in helping children to acquire reading and writing
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skills. For example, it was established that children learn quite easily reading and
writing when exposed to symbols, pictures, print and plays, games and the like. It was
thus recommended that teachers of these children should possess skills in the use of
appropriate teaching and learning strategies to benefit these children. In this study, it
was revealed that the MTUU-3Rs programme managed to sharpen the ability of
teachers to teach by improving their knowledge and skills on teaching and learning
strategies for children, including those uncovered from the literature. The participants
were insistent on the value of MTUU-3Rs programme and the skills obtained in
helping children to read, write and be numerate.

5.1.2 Summary of the Findings
The following are key findings of the study:1. The programme focused and concentrated on helping Primary school teachers
acquire competence in 3Rs content and methods of teaching literacy and
numeracy skills to children of lower classes. The teachers were taught various
stages in reading, writing and arithmetic and the methods on how to teach
them.
2. MTUU-3Rs programme was characterized by practical and hands-on activities
as the means of facilitating the programme. The facilitation process involves,
among other things, the actual teaching practices, training on improvisation and
use of teaching aids and demonstration on proper use of chalkboard.
3. The programme is credited for its success in facilitating well skills and
knowledge on how to prepare and use teaching aids, the use of chalkboard,
equipping teachers with skills on understanding children and caring attitude
and creativity in using methods of teaching.
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4. The programme showed some weaknesses on the procedures used to select
teachers who participated in the training. Some teachers claimed they were just
forced to attend the programme without their willingness.
5. The preparation of manpower, that is, teacher educators (capacity building) was
not adequate enough to make them competent in facilitating. They had attended
short courses, workshops or seminars only.
6. Misconception about aims of the programme affected the efficiency and
effectiveness of the programme. The programme was associated with
ignorance, teachers of low education and women. This misconception
detrimentally affected the motivation to attend the programme among teachers.
7. MTUU-3Rs programme is perceived as the best way to improve teachers‘ skills
and knowledge in teaching and thus improving learning outcomes of children.
The programme is valued as the tool to sharpen primary school teachers‘
knowledge and skills and thus it worth the time and sacrifice made in attending.

5.2 Conclusion and Recommendations
5.2.1 Conclusions
Basing on the findings of this research, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Despite the challenges faced by MTUU-3Rs programme, (as have been identified in
this study), it has shown that the programme addressed key knowledge and skills
required for teachers of 3Rs to children of lower classes. As we have seen, teachers
were equipped with 3Rs content and methods of teaching these skills. This implies that
the programme was potential in helping primary school teachers acquire skills in
teaching reading, writing and arithmetic. Thus, it is important that 3Rs programmes are
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re-established to help primary school teachers refurbish their skills in teaching 3Rs
taking into consideration the lessons obtained from MTUU-3Rs.

5.3.2 Recommendations for Improvement
The Tanzania Education and Training Policy (ETP) recognizes the in-service training
and re-training as compulsory in order to ensure quality education. The findings of this
study have a full support of this policy. However, the policy intention and practice on
the ground are a little bit different. Teachers‘ professional development specifically for
reading, writing and arithmetic is not done regularly and when it occurs there exists
some challenges. Thus, the study recommends the following for improvement of 3Rs
continuing professional development:1. Basing on the findings of this study, it is recommended that a programme
should be designed for teachers of 3Rs taking into consideration the lessons
learnt from MTUU-3Rs like the skills on step-by-step procedures in teaching
reading, writing and arithmetic, skills on the use of chalkboard, preparation and
use of teaching aids. To be effective, thorough capacity building of facilitators
should be done.
2. Skills on how to teach large classes should be added to teachers. Frequent CPD
programmes on this aspect are required to help teachers acquire this skill given
the situation that there are large classes in schools and teachers are faced with
this challenge.
3. The stakeholders in education, that is, TIE, Teacher Education Departiment,
Universities and others should reconsider how to review the curriculum for
standard I and II to put more emphasis on 3Rs.
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5.2.3 Recommendation for Further Studies
This study was specifically designed aiming at investigating and recording information
on the MTUU-3Rs in-service training. It was limited to experiences and perceptions of
one teachers‘ college, that is, Kitangali teachers‘ college. The focus was on key
characteristics of MTUU-3Rs programme, successes, challenges and perception of
primary school teachers and teacher educators. In order to have more lessons on how
various programmes for 3Rs prepared teachers, it is recommended that a study is
conducted to study other 3Rs programmes different from those of MTUU like the
Awali (Pre-primary 3Rs) programme. This would expand the knowledge on 3Rs
programmes through which necessary actions will be taken to improve skills on
teaching 3Rs in primary schools.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Interview Guide for Subject Teacher Educators
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How old are you now?
For how long have you been teaching?
What was your role in 3Rs programme?
When did the 3Rs programme began and ended?
As one of the teacher educators who facilitated the '3Rs' CPD, what is your
understanding of this programme?
6. What was the main focus of this programme?
7. Which teaching and learning strategies were you using in facilitating the
programme?
8. Which teaching strategies did teachers learn in relation to the teaching of
literacy and numeracy in lower classes?
9. In your opinion, how helpful/effective were the teaching strategies in enabling
teachers acquire teaching skills in lower levels in primary school?
10. How do you perceive the overall effectiveness of this programme in improving
the knowledge, skills and competences of 3Rs teachers in teaching these skills?
11. In your opinion which areas of the programme were strong that can be picked
for practice in pre-service and other in-service training aiming to improve
teachers‘ skills in teaching 3Rs?
12. What were the challenges faced in this course?
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide for Primary School Teachers who Participated in
3Rs CPD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How old are you now?
What is your teaching experience?
When did you attend the initial teacher training?
When did you participate in the 3Rs programme and for how long?
There have been efforts to improve teachers‘ knowledge, skills and
competences in the teaching process. 3Rs was one of those programmes. What
is your understanding of this programme as one of those who participated?
6. What was the main focus of 3Rs as a continuing professional development
programme?
7. Which teaching and learning strategies were used in facilitating the course?
8. In your opinion how effective were those methods in helping you to acquire
skills to teach 3Rs?
9. How do you use the knowledge and skills in your teaching now?
10. In your opinion which areas of 3Rs programme do you think were strong that
could be potential in improving teachers' skills to teach 3Rs and be adopted in
present pre-service or in-service training?
11. What do you think were the weaknesses of the course?
12. How do you perceive the effectiveness of 3Rs as CPD in preparing 3Rs
teachers?
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Appendix 3: Observation Schedule
The following will be among the issues which will be observed in the classroom
teaching and learning activities:
 Teacher-pupil use of teaching and learning facilities
 How the teacher develops the 3Rs skills
 Pupil-teacher interaction in the teaching and learning process
 The teaching and learning strategies used by the teacher.
 Prior preparations of the teacher.
Classroom Observation Guide
Stage

Teacher's activities

Introduction
Lesson

development

stages

1

2
3

Closing exercises
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Students' activities

Remarks

Appendix 4: Focus Group Discussion Guide for Primary School Teachers
1. What is your understanding of this 3Rs programme as one of those who
participated?
2. What was the main focus of the programme?
3. Which things did you actually learn in the programme?
4. Which teaching methods did your teacher educators use in facilitation?
5. In your opinion how effective were the teaching methods used?
6. In your opinion, what do you think were the successes and weaknesses of the
programme?
7. What is your perception about the overall effectiveness of the programme in
preparing 3Rs teachers?
8. What would you suggest for improvement in the future 3Rs programmes?
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